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Old West is a game for role-play in an iconic West.
Gunfighters meet High noon in the streets. Pony
express riders transport important messages through
Indian country, the gold rush in the Black hills is on,
and the railroad begin to expend into the West. The
telegraph has not connected the East and the West yet.
The land west of the Missouri/Mississippi line is
untamed. Cattle barons and town founders act as they
like, as the law is with the most powerful man.
Settlers travelling in wagon trains, seeking their
fortune in the West, cowboys herd large amounts of
cattle across the vast lands towards the bustling,
lawless cow towns which are the railroad gateways to
the Eastern market.
The Great Plains and Rocky Mountains have plenty of
game to make a fur trapper or buffalo hunter rich, if
he can avoid the wrath of the local tribes.
Territorial marshals and rangers are way too busy
with securing the land from renegade Indians and
highway men to hunt down the average criminal. The
still war-affected army is occupied with peacekeeping
in the South, where renegade rebel gangs roam the

country side, while the Apaches wage a war against
all whites at the South-Western border.
The demand after bounty hunters has become high,
and hired guns are looked after all over the Old West.
Indian tribes of the West, though under increasing
pressure, still manage to keep their native lands. In the
South the Apache and Navajo has begun a fierce
guerrilla war against settlers, Mexican and Texan
alike. The plains tribes have forged powerful
alliances, which shall make sure the Big chieftain in
Washington keeps his word.
Some say the Indians use their medicine, and it
actually works. Frontier men claim to have shot a
charging Indian several times without even scratching
his skin. Healthy men die within days of a mysterious
ailing caused by an Indian curse. Creatures from
Indian mythology roam the Old West from the
Northern Rockies to the deserts of Mexico. Drifters
with cursed guns leave a trail of death behind them.
…at least that‟s what is told around the camp fire!
The Old West is far from being tamed!

For playing Old West you will need a couple of dice (d) of any type (d6 are used for random tables within this
book), character sheets and pencils. Additionally, the core rules of Hollow Earth Expeditions are necessary.
Secrets of the Surface World and Mysteries of the Hollow Earth are recommended as some of the skills, talents
and flaws are described there are used in Old West.
The base mechanics and rules are as described in the Hollow Earth Expedition books. One important change is
the use of yards instead of feet for range and movement determination, rounding up or down as it fits best. I
choose to do this because I play with people used to the metric system and yards are easier to estimate than feet
for us Old-Worlders.
There will be regular references to Hollow Earth Expeditions products; the following abbreviations will be used:
HEX - Hollow Earth Expeditions rule book
SOSW – Secrets of the Surface World
MOHE – Mysteries of the Hollow Earth

The character creation follows the same rules as in
HEX (p. 36) and is divided into 10 steps:
1. Choose Archetype
2. Choose Motivation
3. Divide 15 points among the 6 Primary
attributes.
4. Calculate Secondary attributes.
5. Divide 15 among Skills and specializations.
6. Choose 1 talent or resource.
7. Pick 1 or more flaws (optional)
8. Spend 15 experience points on your
character. The GM may grant more or less
experience depending on the level of the
game.
9. Finishing touches.
10. Style points at game start.

Archetypes represent classic roles and stereotypes. As
Old West is set in – well – the Old West, the
Archetypes of Old West differ somewhat from those
in HEX to give them more of a Western feeling.
Anyways, you are not bound to every cliché, an
outlaw could be as murderous as John Wesley Hardin
or a Robin-Hood like figure like Jesse James was
looked upon by his sympathizers. Find your own
twist, or even make your own archetype!

members of the tribe, are white buffalo hunter hated
among most braves.
Examples: Buffalo hunter, Mountain man, Indian
scout
These men live by the gun, working on both sides of
the Law. Some live the violent life for the fame, but
most sell themselves to the highest bidder. Even so,
most gunslingers live by some code of honour.
Examples: Bounty hunter, Hired gun, Shootist
Law men are determined to bring law and order to the
Frontier. While rangers hunt down renegade Indians
and desperados, often just in small groups or even
alone, Pinkertons can rely on vast resources. The
average tinstar stands somewhere in between.
Examples: Judge, Ranger, Pinkerton, Tin star
Men of Faith travel the Old West, bringing the word
of the Lord to sinners and heathens. Their methods
vary widely…
Examples: Fire and brimstone preacher, Missionary,
Theologian
The rich and influential rule the world, not only the
Old West. Money can buy every thing, guns,
opinions, even friends.
Examples: Cattle baron, Industrial baron

Academics are educated people, interested in their
special field of expertise. Their reason for
adventuring usually is acquiring more knowledge or
using their knowledge for the better of others.
Examples: Doctor, Anthropologist, Lawyer
Adventurers are always on the move looking for
excitement and new experiences. They are fiercely
independent and love the open range.
Examples: High-plains drifter, Scout, Indian trader
The Conman relies mostly on his wits, charm and
smooth talk to achieve his goals. And he may better
run, if someone sees through his deceptions…
Examples: Snake-oil sales man, Gambler
Explorers are curious about the land beyond the
Frontier. They want to find new trails, see the new
lands or find undiscovered riches. Luckily, there still
is much to discover in the Old West.
Examples: Prospector, Trail blazer
Hunters are expert trackers, hunting animals for food,
fur or sport. While Indian hunters are highly valued

Mystics understand the way of the world around them
in a unique way. The Indian medicine men are able to
wield magical power granted by the spirits. Dream
walkers can see things to come and things that where.
Some celestials have studied the Eastern Mysteries,
and wander the World to extend their wisdom.
Examples: Shaman, Dream walker, Celestial Mystic
Horses and cattle is the trade of these folks. Ranch
hands are hard-working, fun-loving people, enjoying
their hard earned bucks after long drives.
Examples: Cowboy, Trail boss, Trail cook

Pathological curious, reporters see a story in every
thing. They may follow famous gunslingers as
biographers or write for the local paper. Many are
skilled investigators, trying to provide first-hand
accounts of experiences,
Examples: Biographer, Muckraker, Dime novelist
Outlaws are at odds with the law, may be innocently.
Folks usually find it hard to trust an outlaw.
Anyways, being on the run from the law forced you
to have some useful skills and connections.
Examples: Desperado, Innocent framed, Rustler

This is the major motivation of the character, which
works just as described in HEX p.41. This section
contains suggestions for Archetypes.
See HEX p. 41.
Typical for: Range hand, Soldiers, Lawmen,
See HEX p. 42.
Typical for: Conmen, Outlaws, Gunslingers
See HEX p. 42.
Typical for: Academics, Mystics, Men of the Cloth
See HEX p. 42.
Typical for: Hunters, Gunslingers, Reporters
See HEX p. 42.
Typical for: Adventures, Outlaws, Moneymen
See SOSW p. 7.
Typical for: Lawmen, Soldiers, Warriors

Outsiders live at the fringes of society, often
despised. They may fight for acceptance or just for
survival, but outsiders often have a special insight in
society.
Examples: Half-blood, Ex-slave, Soiled dove
Soldiers may be grizzled veterans of Civil or Indian
wars or pampered graduates of West points. They
tend to solve problems by appropriate use of force.
Some have quit their service and work as mercenaries
for anyone who is willing to pay.
Example: Veteran, Officer, Mercenary
Tinhorns standout in the Old West as they are not
accustomed to the written and unwritten laws of the
West. While dudes in flashy clothes often are target
for more or less pleasant jokes from the locals, have
immigrants to work against prejudice and language
problems.
Example: Dude, Eastern tourist, Immigrant

See SOSW p. 8.
Typical for: Adventurers, Outsider, Tinhorn
See SOSW p. 8.
Typical for: Reporters, Lawmen, Mystics
See HEX p. 42.
Typical for: Explorers, Tinhorns, Town folk
See MOHE p. 12.
Typical for: Mystics, Town folk, Warriors
See HEX p. 42.
Typical for: Moneymen, Outlaws, Gunslingers
See SOSW p. 8.
Typical for: Outlaw, Men of Cloth, Soldiers
See HEX p. 42.
Typical for: Gunslingers, Lawmen, Outlaws

The average people of the Old West, who try to make
their living. But trouble may seek out everyone. And
folk of the Old West can take a challenge, or they‟ve
staid in the East.
Example: Blacksmith, Dance hall girl, Schoolmarm

See HEX p. 43.
Typical for: Hunters, Explorers, Warriors

The warrior is the defender of his people, proud and
skilled in the arts of war. Some have adopted the
technology of the White man, others refuse following
the Old Way.
Examples: War chieftain, Apache warrior, Warriorpoet

See MOHE p. 12.
Typical for: Adventures, Mystics, Men of the cloth

See MOHE p. 12.
Typical for: Academics, Reporters, Mystics

For Attribute description see HEX p. 43.
Changes in Old West:
- The new skill Guts is used for Courage tests instead
of Willpower.
- For each point of Move the character can walk 2
yards per action instead of 5 feet.

Secondary attributes are calculated from primary
attributes as described in HEX p. 46. Remember,
some talents may affect secondary attributes as well.

Easterner: Athletics, Brawl, Diplomacy, Empathy,
Guts

Talents and resources are chosen as described in HEX
p. 60. See chapter 4. Talents, resources and flaws a
list of talents and resource used in Old West.

Flaws may be chosen as described in HEX p. 76.
Chapter 4 has a list of flaws used in Old West.

You get 15 experience points which you may spend
on your character as described in HEX p. 79.
Optionally, the GM may grant more or less
Experience points at character creation depending on
the power level of the game.

Skills and their ratings are determined as described in
HEX p. 48. For a list of skills for Old West see
chapter 3.
In Old West all characters have zero-level skills. How
zero-level skills work is described in SOSW p. 8.
Zero-level skills
Indians: Athletics, Brawl, Guts, Survival, Stealth
Frontier folk: Athletics, Brawl, Firearms, Guts, Ride

Find a name and fill in details about your character,
how he looks and so on.
The GM may give some equipment according to
skills and character backgrounds or you just get $100
to buy starting equipment, if you do not have any
other resources.

As mentioned above, you gain 1 Style point for every
flaw you take. The GM may grant u to 3 Style point
for a good character background. Giving the GM a
plot hook he can exploit (e.g. a rival or dependent)
should be reward with an additional Style point per
plot hook.

The following pages contain the skills used in the Old
West. The linked base attribute is written in
parentheses. Specialized skills are marked with a *.
Some skills or specializations are modified or new.
These are detailed below. All other skills have a
reference to the relevant book.

See HEX p.50.
Disciplines: History (Land, Period), Law (Local,
Federal) Literature (Author, Period), Philosophy
(Type), Religion (type)

The ability to draw a gun and shoot in one swift
motion. Alternatively, you may use fast draw to ready
or throwing knifes or swords. You need a proper
holster for your weapon or suffer a penalty of -2.
Specializations: Pistols, Blades, Shotgun
The ability to make fetishes and medicine bundles.
You cannot have this skill without the Talent
Medicine man. For each level in this skill you may
learn to make a new fetish type. You may also buy
new ones as specialization.
Specializations: Fetish type
See HEX p. 54.
Specializations: Pistols, Shotguns, Rifle, Muzzleloader

See HEX p. 50.
See HEX p.50.
Specializations: Herd, Train animal type

See SOSW p. 9.

This skill includes not only proficiency in using a bow
but also slings and bolas. See HEX p. 51.
Specializations: Bow, Slings, Nets

A gambler is skilled at games of chance, although
dexterity-based Pool games have become quite
popular, too.
Specializations: Cheating, Card games, Dice, Pool,

See HEX p. 51.
See HEX p. 51. The Throwing specialization is also
used for lariats.

Trained courage in the face of physical danger, but
also the ability to withstand psychological stress.
Specialization: Combat, Resist Intimidation, Resist
Torture

See Hex p. 52.
See HEX p. 52.

See HEX p. 55.
Specializations: Interrogation, Stare-down, Threats,
Torture

See HEX p. 52.
See HEX p. 53.
Disciplines: Carpentry,
Pharmacy, Weapon smith

Chemistry,

Mechanics,

This skill is used for handling and producing gun
powder, nitro-glycerine and black powder as well as
setting proper charges. See HEX p. 53
Specializations: Dynamite, Gunpowder, Nitroglycerine, Incendiary.
See HEX p. 53.
This skill is used for driving Conestoga wagons, stage
coaches, or buggies.
Specializations: Stage coach, Wagon train, Buggy
See HEX p. 54.

See HEX p. 55.
Specializations: Cannon, Gatling gun, mortar, rockets

See HEX p. 55.
This skill covers non-academical or non-scientific
knowledge, like Herb-lore or Trail knowledge. You
must choose a discipline or come up with your own.
Disciplines: Area knowledge (Certain area), Indian
customs (Customs, Myths, Tribes), Trails (Area,
Destination), Folklore (Campfire stories, Local
history), Prospecting (Gold, Silver)
See HEX p. 56.

the character speaks one additional language besides
his mother language.
Specializations: Codes, Deciphering, Sign language,
Lip reading, Translation
See HEX p. 56.
See HEX p. 56.
See HEX p.57.
Specializations: Acting, Dancing, Instrument, Taletelling, Singing

There are many different languages in the Old west.
The most common language for U.S. citizen is
English, related to Dutch and German which are
spoken by immigrants and as second language in
areas with a large proportion of colonial descendants
from these countries. There are also a number of
Scandinavian immigrants, whose languages also are
related to English.
In the Southwest and Mexico, Spanish is the main
language for many inhabitants, gringos, Mexicans and
Indians alike. It is related to French, which is spoken
in New Orleans and in parts of Canada, mainly
Quebec. Other Old World languages than can be
encountered would be Polish or Russian of the Slavic
language group, or Cantonese and Mandarin, both
Chinese languages.
The Native American tribes have myriads of
languages and dialects. The language of the Sioux,
Pawni and Crow belong to the same language group.
The languages of the Comanche, Ute, Hopi, Shoshone
and Paiute make up another language group. Navaho
and Apache are related to the languages of tribes in
the Canadian West and Alaska. The Salishian
language group includes most languages of the Northwestern Pacific tribes.
The Indian trade language is the Plains sign language,
which is used throughout the Old West. Only simple
issues, like trade or hunt, can be discussed.
The skill Lingo represents the knowledge and
understanding of language structure. It covers
speaking languages, codes, reading lips and
understanding gestures. For every 2 points Skill rating

This skill gives you the ability to operate complex
vehicle like steam-powered vehicles or ship, or sailing
ships. You must choose a specific vehicle type for this
specialized skill.
Disciplines: Locomotive, Steamships, Sailing ships
Most people in the Old West rely on horses for
medium or long distance travelling. A good rider may
make a horse jump obstacles or keep sitting on a
rodeo horse. He knows how far he can push a horse
on long voyages.
Specializations: Jump, Race, Rodeo, Difficult terrain
The ability to perform Medicine rituals of Indian
magic. You cannot have this skill without the Talent
Medicine man. For each level (not rating) in this skill
you may learn to make a new ritual. You may also
buy new ones as specialization.
Specializations: Specific ritual
See HEX p. 58.
See HEX p. 58.
See HEX p. 58.
See HEX p. 59.

This chapter contains talents, resources and flaws,
which are used in Old West. Some of these are
modified or new and described in detail, for the rest
see the referred books.
Talents which are only available during character
generation are marked with a *. Resources usually are
only available during character generation.
If you have taken a flaw, you usually stick with it.
Some flaws, however, can be bought of with GM
permission; these are marked with a * as well.

Requirements: You are trained to fight from horseback. The talent
comes also handy when riding a vehicle, as you are
accustomed to erratic movement. You ignore the -2
penalty for being mounted. Additionally, you may
ignore -2 penalty due to relative speed. You may buy
the talent up to three times, ignoring -2 speed penalty
per level.
See HEX p. 63.

Talents reflect your characters knacks and special
abilities. Some talents have requirements, usually a
minimum skill level (not rating!).

Requirements: Willpower 3
You stand fast in the face of danger. You gain a +2
bonus to Guts or relevant Focus tests. You may take
the talent up to three times, gaining a +2 bonus per
level.

See HEX p. 61.
See HEX p. 63.
See HEX p. 61.
See HEX p. 63.
Requirement: Animal handling 3
You have a way with animals and know intuitively
how to handle them. You gain +1 Charisma or
Willpower rating when dealing with animals. You
may purchase the talent up to three times gaining
each time another +1 bonus.
You may also use Style points to make one or more
animals your temporary friend. Animals listed in the
creature section have a Follower rating. The costs in
Style point are equal to that rating. The animal
follows you – even fights with you - for one scene.
The GM may decide that ordering an animal to do
some thing requires an Animal handling roll.
After the scene is over, the animal departs.

See HEX p. 63.
See HEX p. 63.
See HEX p. 64.
See HEX p. 64

Requirements: You have better looks than most people. Increase
your Charisma +1. This affects skills and secondary
rolls as well as the Charisma maximum is increased
by 1, too.
See HEX p. 61.
See HEX p. 62.
See HEX p. 62.
Requirements: Strength 3
You are huge. Increase your size and Strength by +1.
This affects secondary attributes and some skills as
well as the Strength maximum.

Requirements: Archetype (Warrior, Mystic or
Outsider (Half-blood) or Resource (Indian adopted)
and GM permission
A dream walker has true dreams or visions, which
show him other places or times. The dreams come
random, but the dream walker may induce visions by
rituals. See chapter Mythical Old West for more
information.

See SOSW p. 17.
Requirements: You can reload guns really fast. Double the amount
of bullets reloaded per action used or halve reloading
time for weapons which need several actions to
reload.
Requirements: Ride 4
You can get the best out of any horse. Add +2 to the
Move rating of a cooperative horse. You may buy the
talent twice, gaining another +2 Move bonus.
See HEX p. 64.
Requirements: Medicine 4
Either you are a learned doctor or a medicine man,
but you are a gifted healer. You can heal one lethal or
two non-lethal wounds per success rolled on your
Medicine roll.
See SOSW p. 19.
See SOSW p. 20.
Requirements: Firearms 4
You are exceptionally good at shooting from the hip.
When you fast-draw your weapon (Ready weapon
manoeuvre or duel), you ignore the -2 penalty. You
may purchase the talent up to four times, each
additional level reduces the Total attack: Fanning
penalty by -2 per level.

See HEX p. 67.
See SOSW p. 20.
See HEX p. 67.
Requirements: Talent (Dream walker) and GM
permission
You have a very close bond with your guardian spirit
(choose a totem). The guardian spirit‟s power allows
you to learn rituals and make fetishes.
See chapter Mythical Old West for more information.
See SOSW p. 21.

See HEX p. 66.

Requirements: You have sharp eyes and can see in the clearly in the
night. You ignore -2 penalties caused by bad light up
to 50 yards. You make take the talent twice, ignoring
-2 bad light penalty per level.

See HEX p. 66.

See HEX p. 68.

See HEX p. 66.

Requirements: Body 3
Your wounds heal at a remarkable, fast rate. You heal
at twice the normal rate. This means you heal two
non-lethal wounds per day or one lethal wound per
three days.

See HEX p. 66.
See HEX p. 67.

See HEX p. 69.
Requirements: Empathy 3
You have an intuitive understanding of other cultures.
When dealing with other social or ethnic groups, you
gain a +2 Bonus. Additionally, the attitude (see
Charisma attribute) towards you is always 1 step
better than it would be. You may take the talent up to
three times, gaining a +2 bonus per level.

Requirements: Dexterity 3
You attack quickly, striking the same opponent twice
by making a Total Attack with -2 on each roll. You
may buy the talent a second time, reducing the Total
attack penalty to 0.
See HEX p. 69.
See HEX p. 69.
See HEX p. 69.

Requirements: Firearms 4
You are a crack shot. When aiming at least one turn,
you not only get the +2 aiming bonus, but reduce up
to -2 penalties on your Attack roll. Penalties due to
lethal or non-lethal wounds are not affected. You may
take the talent up to three times, reducing -2 penalties
per level.

you still have to make a stabilization roll. Each time
you purchase the talent again, your Unconscious
threshold is lowered by another -2. Remember,
without the Diehard talent, you still die when
reaching -5 Health.
Requirements: Dexterity 3
You can wield a melee weapon in each hand. You
may attack without penalty when using an off-hand
weapon. You may attack to times by making a total
attack at -4. You may buy the talent up to three times,
Each additional level reduces the penalty for total
attacks by -2.

Resources may have up to 3 levels, instead of 5 as in
HEX to make it easier to buy them up. This is meant
to balance that you may loose resources and cannot
improve them by using experience after character
generation. However, the GM may of cause allow
you to improve a talent you already have with
experience during down-time.
Requirements: You are really bright. Increase your Intelligence by
+1. This affects skills and secondary rolls as well as
the Intelligence maximum is increased by 1.
Requirements: Willpower 3, Firearms 4, GM
permission
You are a spellslinger who uses his powers to bring
balance between Good and Evil, even if it means to
kill. You know how to make a spellgun. See chapter
Mythical Old West for more information.
See HEX p. 70.
Requirements: Drive 4
You have a knack for steering a wagon, cart, may it b
horse-driven or by mule or ox. You may ignore -2
penalty due to environmental conditions. You may
take the talent up to three times, ignoring -4 penalty
the second, and -8 penalty the third time.
Requirements: You have a sinister and dangerous stare. You gain +2
on Intimidation. You may take the talent up to three
times, gaining a +2 bonus per level.
See SOSW p. 17.
See HEX p. 71.
See SOSW p. 24..
Requirements: You can ignore grievous nasty, wounds. You do not
fall unconscious before your Health reaches -3, but

See HEX p. 72.
Level 1: Ally is moderately skilled or influential.
Level 2: Talented or influential ally.
Level 3: Powerful ally
See HEX p. 73.
Level 1: +2 skill bonus
Level 2: +4 skill bonus
Level 3: +6 skill bonus
You have a fast job in a detective agency, newspaper,
mine, or Railroad Company; and have a monthly
income according to the wages in chapter 9 Gear. The
level of the resource determines how well-supported
or paid you are.
Level 1: noticed employee, average support
Level 2: valued employee, good support
Level 3: Key employee, very good support

You have befriended an Indian clan, may be you were
even raised among them. Their starting attitude
towards you is friendly and they will give you shelter
or help hiding you if necessary. You have a +2 bonus
when dealing with members of the clan. You may
improve the bonus by +2 per level taken, or use an
additional level to extend your friendship to the
whole tribe.
Level 1: +2 skill bonus
Level 2: +4 skill bonus or +2 for whole tribe
Level 3: +6 skill bonus or +4 for whole tribe
You are a peace officer, either elected or appointed.
You have legal powers to enforce the law. Your area
of influence depends on the resource level. You have
a monthly income according to the wages in chapter 9
Gear.
Level 1: Town marshal, Sheriff
Level 2: Federal Deputy Marshal or Ranger
Level 3: Federal Marshal or Ranger officer
See Mentor resource HEX p. 74.
Level 1: Your patron is a local authority/figure of
influence.
Level 2: Your patron is powerful and influential.
Level 3: Your patron has national influence.
See HEX p. 74.
Level 1: Low rank, a few privileges (NCO)
Level 2: Medium rank, good privileges (Captain)
Level 3: High rank, superior privileges (General)
You are known for some deeds characteristics or
abilities. You must define what you are renown for.
You gain +2 to social situations where your
reputation matters. People may make an Intelligence
x 2 test, success means they know you. The difficulty
depends on the level taken. Note, that this need not to
be an advantage, as Jesse James!
Level 1: Local hero (county) Difficulty 4
Level 2: Famous (territory) Difficulty 2
Level 3: Legend (Through out the Old West)
Difficulty 0
See HEX p. 75.
Level 1: You own a prosperous business. You start
with $250, and get monthly $50.
Level 2: Rancher or entrepreneur, owing real estate.
You start with $1000 and have a monthly income of
$200.
Level 3: Cattle baron, Industrial baron, Railroad
baron. At game start pick your belongings, best
quality of cause. Your monthly pocket money,
provided there is a bank at hand, is $1000.

Flaws are handled as described in HEX p. 76. At
character generation you gain 1 Style point per Flaw
taken.

You have some sort of serious disease which makes
your life miserable. Whenever your disease comes
through, you have a -2 penalty on all tests. You earn 1
Style point when your disease causes you serious
trouble or incapacitates you.
You think most other people inferior to you. They are
wrong and you are right. You earn 1 Style point when
you prove someone else is wrong or you establish
your superiority.
See Poor Vision in HEX p. 77.
You have a short fuse and constantly bad mood,
seeing insults in almost everything. You earn 1 Style
point when you avenge an insult, real or imagined.
Money runs through your fingers. You start the game
with only $20 instead of the usual $100. In game,
double all expenses to simulate your economic
inability. You earn 1 Style point if our economical
situation causes serious trouble (e.g. gambling dept)
or you cannot afford a necessary item.
See SOSW p. 26.
You suffered a terrible wound or were born twisted.
You suffer a -2 to you move rating. You earn 1 Style
point if you can outrun danger or you legs cause you
serious trouble.
You either never learned or do not care about how to
behave in social situations. You suffer a -2 penalty to
all rolls involving tests for behaving proper in social
settings. You earn 1 Style point whenever this causes
you serious trouble.
See Unlucky HEX p. 79.
See HEX p. 79.
See Addiction HEX p. 77.
See HEX p. 76
See HEX p. 77.
See HEX p. 77.

You are blind or deaf. You fail any test involving this
sense automatically. You earn 1 Style point whenever
this causes you trouble or serious misunderstanding.
See HEX p. 78.
You make every suitable person the object of your
desire, trying to persuade them to have sex with you –
as inappropriate as this may be. You gain 1 Style
point if this behaviour causes you serious trouble or
you succeed to bed someone important.

See SOSW p. 27.
You are extremely superstitious, performing rituals
and using trinket or simply avoid situations which
you consider giving bad luck. You earn a 1 Style
point whenever your eccentricity cause you trouble or
prove you right.
You detest violence and try to keep other from using
violence. You earn 1 Style point whenever you can
avoid violence or make others to give up violent
intentions.

See One arm HEX p. 77.
See HEX p. 78.
See HEX p. 77.
See HEX p. 79.
You are blue-eyed and believe everything you hear.
You receive a -2 penalty to Empathy rolls when
trying to detect a lie. You earn 1 Style point when
ever this causes you trouble or if you believe
someone, when everybody else is in doubt..

You have a price on your head, for something you
may or may not have done. Bounty hunters and
lawmen may show up and try to put you in. You earn
1 Style point for situations where you are not trusted
because of our reputation or must run from the law.

See Disfigured HEX p. 78.
See Coward HEX p. 77

The normal HEX combat rules are used (p.116). This
chapter contains only things that differ from or are
additionally to the HEX rules.
Note that ranges and movement are in yards!
Riding and Movement: When riding a horse or
coach you have a -2 penalty on attack rolls due to
erratic movements. Additionally, you receive a -1
penalty per 5 yards of relative movement or the
target.

In the Old West, violence is common. Arguments can
lead to a rash killing; insults may get you back-shot.
But most folks honour the Code of the West,
preferring ritualized duels over assassination.

Usually, it takes an attack action to ready a personal
weapon, drawing it from a holster or scabbard. You
may try to draw and attack in one action, using your
Fast Draw skill (Difficulty 3). If successful, you may
attack immediately at -2.
Weapons with a rate of fire below 1 already take
account of the slow reloading time. In weapons with
internal magazines or cylinders, you may insert a
number of rounds equal to your Dexterity rating per
reload action.
Total attacks are solved as described in HEX p. 121.
Additional to the Total attack options Dual wield,
Flurry and Rapid Fire, you may use the Fanning
option.
Fanning: Fanning the hammer is a method to shoot
up to 3 times at one or more opponents in one attack
action by cocking the hammer in a fast, fanning
movement. Each attack receives a -2 penalty per fired
shot. E.g. firing 2 shots would result in a -4 penalty
for both attacks. As you fire from the hip and hitting
the gun with your off-hand, fanning is very
inaccurate. You may not make fanning attacks
beyond Medium range (Base range x 2). Only guns
with a rate of fire indicated F may use Fanning.

During a timed duel, the opponents wait for a signal
to draw their guns, such as a bell tower ringing or a
falling handkerchief.
A timed duel is handled as follows:
1. Waiting for the signal. When it comes the
participants make an Initiative roll. The
winner‟s degree of success is a penalty on
the loser‟s Fast draw roll.
2. The opponents draw! The opponents make
their Fast draw roll with modifiers. The
highest successful test goes first. In case of a
tie, both shoot simultaneously. The attack
roll is at -2 (Ready weapon manoeuvre).
3. The opponents may use only Passive defense
in a duel‟s first round.
4. If the opponents still stand after the first
exchange of fire and want to fight on,
continue using the normal combat rules.

The opponents face each other and wait for the first
move. This is essentially a test of wills, where both
try to intimidate the other into rash action.
Stare-downs follow this sequence:
1. The participants make an opposed Intimidate
roll. The difficulty is the Average of the
opponent‟s Guts rating. Compare the degree
of success, the loser must stand down or
draw his gun. If no-one beats the difficulty
the stare down continues.
2. The opponents draw! The opponents make
their Fast draw roll. The highest successful
test goes first. In case of a tie, both shoot
simultaneously. The attack is at -2 (Ready
weapon manoeuvre)
3. The opponents may use only Passive defense
in a duel‟s first round.
There will be situations where not only two
opponents meet in a Stare-down, but two gangs face
each other.
The easiest way to handle this is to assign a leader for
each gang, usually the one with the highest Guts or
Intimidation rating, and let them do the Intimidate
rolls. The leader of the larger gang will receive an
Intimidate bonus equal to the difference in number
between the gangs. The loosing side draws first as
described above.
As players usually want to do their dice rolling, an
alternate method would be to pair opponents and let
them have simultaneous Stare downs. The side with
the lowest result during the Intimidate rolls loose and
must draw or back down (individual fighters may
even run away). Again, if one group is larger, each
additional man grants a +1 Intimidate bonus for one
other man on the same side in a Stare down.
The players may make Average (2) Empathy rolls to
estimate the capability of the enemies before
choosing an opponent.
If someone is cheating (see below) in a Stare-down
between two gangs, only the cheater, not the whole
gang, receives the cheating bonus.

Usually, you try to draw and shoot as fast as possible,
sacrificing accuracy (-2 penalty on attack roll during
that action). But sometimes it is necessary take a little
extra time for some more accuracy. In this case, you
have to declare that you take a little more time before
making the Fast-draw roll, taking a -2 penalty on your
Fast-draw roll, instead of the attack roll.

Honourless bandits and outlaw may choose to cheat
in a duel, drawing before the signal is given or the
opponent is unnerved. In this chase the cheater gains
a +4 bonus on his Fast-draw roll.
If drawing against someone who already has drawn
his gun, make a Fast-draw roll (Difficulty is the
Initiative Average of the opponent) against the
opponent‟s Initiative. The highest number of
successes goes first.

Sometimes there is no formal duel. The opponents
just go for their guns as fast as possible. In this case
use the normal combat rules.

There are many other ways to get hurt or killed in the
Old West than getting shot or stabbed. Below are
some handy rules for the most common hazards.

Lack of knowledge about hygienic and infection
mechanisms combined with bad medical care makes
diseases a real threat. Diphtheria, consumption and
cholera are common through out the West. Malaria
can be encountered in damp Southern areas.
However, the GM should not use diseases to kill off
the heroes, but use them as story hooks and create
suspense.
Damage caused by diseases does not heal naturally
while being sick.
See also HEX p. 133.
Sample disease
Small pox is a serious and sometimes fatal disease
that is transmitted by human contact or infected
clothing, bedding and the like.
Early symptoms are fever, lack of energy, aches and
pain. Later, sores form in the mouth and a rash
spreads all over the body. At this point, the patient
cannot perform any activity.
Infection rating: 2 (3 if in direct contact with body
fluids). It takes about a week before the first
symptoms show up. The other week the patient takes
1 lethal wound per day until recovery or death.

Recovery: Difficulty 2 (10 successes). Each Body
roll represents 1 day. The small pox vaccine grants a
+2 bonus on the Body roll.

Toxic substances are more common than the average
cowboy may think. First, the North American
continent has more than its share of poisonous
creatures. And second, though you may not count
them, alcohol and laudanum are toxic, too. But, of
cause, the dose defines the poison.
See also HEX p. 136.
Sample poisons
You may drink as many drinks per hour as your Body
rating. For each drink beyond this limit, you get a -1
penalty. This penalty reduces with -1 per hour after
stopping to drink. If you consume more than twice
your Body rating, you become violently ill, taking a
nonlethal wound. Drinking beyond that point can
cause lethal wounds and the drunkard may pass out.
Toxin rating: 3
Damage: 2L
Recovery: 2 (5 successes)
Rat poison, but very effective against human vermin,
too. Sub-lethal doses may lead to arsenic tolerance.
Arsenic begins to affect the body 3 hours after
ingestion. Each following Body roll represents 2
hours. Throwing up within an hour of ingestion grants
+4 to the Body roll.
Toxin rating: 4
Damage: 1L
Recovery: The bite of the Brown leather spider is not necessarily
deadly, but as the poison dissolves tissue, it leaves
nasty slow-healing wounds, which become ugly
scars. Depending on the bitten area, the character
receives the Scar flaw. The bite itself causes 1L
damage after 5 minutes. This damage takes twice as
long to heal.
Toxin rating: 3
Damage: -1 to -4 penalty to all rolls
Recovery: After 8 hours – Body rating
Opium and the opiatic tincture laudanum cause
euphoria, passivity and confusion within minutes.
Depending on the dose, the victim has a -1 to -4
penalty on all rolls.
Toxin rating: 2
Damage: -2 penalty to all rolls; 1N
Recovery: 2 (4 successes)
The dried Peyote cactus, native to southern Texas and
Mexico, is a potent drug, causing hallucination within
1 hour. The user sees lively hallucinations and usually
has difficulties to discern reality from hallucination.

After the poison has run its course, the victim sleeps
for at least 4 hours to recreate.
Indians of the South West, however, have a long
tradition in using peyote as a ritual drug. Those
accustomed to the use of peyote have less difficulty to
separate vision from other perception, gaining a +2
bonus to Rituals and Vision quest rolls.
Toxin rating: 4
Damage: 2L
Recovery: 2 (6 successes)
The poison of a rattle snake is quite potent and may
kill a man. The first effects of the poison show up
after 1 hour when the victim becomes feverish. Each
following Body roll represents 4 hours.

Toxin rating: 3
Damage: special, see description
Recovery: 1 (8 successes)
Indian witches produce a variety of different powders
and potions. Usually, they are meant to harm the
victim. The application also varies, most common are
ingestion or inhalation, by blowing the powder into
the face of the victim.
Here are some examples for different effects of witch
powder:
- A potentially lethal witch powder begins to affect
the victim after a short time. The victim feels dizzy,
may have hallucinations (-4 Perception) or even be
blinded. Every 30 minutes you take 1L damage and
make a Recovery rolls.
- A witch can use a cursing witch powder with the
same effect as a Curse, as described under Medicine
rituals and Sorcery and Witches, if you cannot resist
the Toxin rating. Like a curse, the effect can be
broken by a Blessing. The poison attacks just once
with 2L damage.
- Some witch powders cause character change or
physical impairment by disturbing visions and
damaging effect. If successful attacked by the poison,
the victim receives a Mental flaw.
This is permanent, but a successful Blessing ritual can
lift the curse. The poison attacks just once, causing
4N damage.

Horse theft and murder is usually a hanging offence,
but angry vigilantes may claim other crimes fall into
this category, too. If a character has not backup plan
to get out of the noose, hanging is quite final and
should be avoided. But sometimes a rescue party is
ready; how much time they got depends on the
following circumstances:
Gallows with trap door usually kill by snapping the
neck which is fast, but depends on falling height and
weight. The character must make a Strength test, the
difficulty is Size plus Body rating. If successful, you
may make a Body roll. You can hold your breath for

1 round per success, after which you start to suffocate
(1N damage per turn until you can breathe normally.).
For improvised hangings like from a horse, the
difficulty for the Strength roll avoiding an instant
death due to breaking the neck is just 1. If the test
fails the character is killed instantly. If successful, the
victim starts to suffocate after Body rating minutes.

When travelling the Old West, food or water is not
always abundant. Entire communities have starved to
death because of ill economics, bad weather or a
combination of both. A draught in Texas kills both
cattle and man.
You suffer one lethal wound per week without food
and one lethal wound for each day without water.
Heat may increase the thirst.

Stumbling and falling down a cliff side or similar
calamities, are quite possible when roaming the
Rocky Mountains or other mountainous areas. Falling
damage depends on the height of the fall. For each 3
yards (round up), you take 1N damage if the ground

is soft or 1 L if the ground is rock or jagged. A fall
from over 30 yards is deadly.
When falling off a horse or wagon, add the speed I
yards per round to the height to determine the
effective falling height.
Acrobatics may reduce the damage from falling.
Make a skill roll (difficulty 2). Each degree of success
reduces the effective falling height by 3 yards.

Miners and railroad folk use dynamite and nitro
glycerine to blast away rocks and the like. Train
robbers and bandit may use explosives to open a safe
or train wagon.
If caught within the blast area of an explosion the
character may only use his Passive Defense rating;
bonuses from armour or cover apply.
Roll the damage rating of the explosive as attack roll,
for all target within the blast radius, use halve the
damage rating for targets within twice the blast
radius.
1 stick of dynamite or 10oz of nitro-glycerine has a
damage rating of 4L and a blast radius of 1 yard. For
each additional stick or 10oz nitro add +2 to the
damage and 1 yard to the blast radius.
Dynamite stick or nitro flasks have a base throwing
range of 3 yards. Nitro glycerine is somewhat
difficult to handle, giving a -2 penalty to the Athletics
roll.

This is handled like a standard attack. Objects have
Structure ratings (like Health) and Defense ratings.
Typical Defense ratings would be: Glass 2, Wood 4,
Stone 6 and Metal 8. When using explosives on an
object, you may use your Demolition skill as attack
skill with the explosive used as attack bonus. An
object breaks if the Structure is reduced to 0. If it is
reduced to -5, it is annihilated. An average wooden
crate has a structure of 3, a steel safe 6.

This chapter deals with some more super-natural
aspects of the Old West. If the campaign is to be
strictly historical, the magical aspects of this chapter
can be ignored. Alternatively, the GM could use it as
an inspiration for a little supernatural suspense, and
let it remain unclear if Indian magic works or not. A
disease may be coincidence or a curse. The GM could
also decide that magic works but restrict it to nonplayer characters. Anyway, the chapter gives you the
rules to play medicine men or spellslingers, and
information regarding witches and skinwalkers, as
well as some general information regarding religion
in the Old West.

There are many religions practised in the West. In
game terms most Blacks, Whites and Hispanics will
be Christians. Some Whites may be Mormons. Some
Whites may opt to be Jewish. Chinese characters tend
towards Taoism, Confucianism or Buddhism,
although some are Christian. Indian characters follow
their native religion.
The brief summaries of each religion given below are
just to give you a feel for the tenets of the religion.
The most common religions, at least in the west,
include:
Christianity is easily the dominant religion in the Old
West. Whilst there are many sects, splinters, cults and
branches of Christianity all follow the same basic
tenets of recognising Jesus Christ as the Messiah, the
son of God. All Christians follow the bible in some
shape or form. The two main wings of the church are
the catholic and protestant. Without going into too
much detail, Catholics are in a minority in the west.
Christians have Ten Commandments which define
their moral conduct (as for the Faith edge):
1. I am the Lord thy god, who brought thee out of the
land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage.
2. Thou shalt have no other gods before Me.
3. Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God
in vain.
4. Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.
5. Honour thy father and thy mother.
6. Thou shalt not murder.
7. Thou shalt not commit adultery.
8. Thou shalt not steal.
9. Thou shalt not bear false witness against they
neighbour.
10. Thou shalt not covet anything that belongs to thy
neighbour.
Mormonism is a form of Christianity but merits
special mention due to it's importance to the

development of the Utah territory. Mormons follow a
creed laid down by their prophet Joseph Smith in
1823 and they founded the
Mormon State of Deseret (in Utah territory).
The key articles of faith to Mormons can be
summarised as follows (as for the Faith edge):
• Belief in God, Jesus Christ and the Holy Ghost.
• Men will be punished for their own sins, and not for
Adam's transgression (no original sin).
• Mankind will be saved through obedience to the
laws and ordinances of the Gospel.
• The first principles and ordinances of the Gospel
are:
• Faith in Jesus Christ
• Repentance
• Baptism by immersion
• Laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost.
• A man must be called of God, by prophecy, and by
the laying on of hands by those who are in authority,
to preach the Gospel and administer in the ordinances
thereof.
• Adherence to the same organisation that existed in
the Primitive Church, namely, apostles, prophets,
pastors, teachers, evangelists, and so forth.
• The gift of tongues, prophecy, revelation, visions,
healing, interpretation of tongues, and so forth, are
real.
• The Bible is the word of God as far as it is translated
correctly; The Book of Mormon is also the word of
God.
• Zion (the New Jerusalem where the ten tribes of
Israel will gather) will be built upon the American
continent; that Christ will reign personally upon the
earth; and, that the earth will be renewed and receive
its paradisiacal glory.
• Tolerance of other faiths and ways of worship.
• The rule of law is paramount.
• Mormons must be honest, true, chaste, benevolent,
virtuous, and do good to all men.
Judaism has much in common with Christianity but
Jews do not accept Jesus Christ as the son of God.
Jews follow the old testament (which predates the
coming of Jesus), whereas Christians tend to
concentrate on the new testament (which covers the
life of Jesus and its aftermath). Jews adhere to the
same Ten Commandments as Christians.
Only Chinese characters will normally follow the
Taoist path. Taoists believe that there is no personal
god, the closest thing being the Tao, which is a
supreme force which underlies change through the
passage of time. A devout follower must seek to
become free of personal desires, and become attuned
to the flow of change. The principle of inaction has

great importance, because attempting to right
injustices does not agree with the ideal that good and
evil are complementary forces, which are part of the
flow of change. Meditation is a basic component of
Taoism.
A religion based on the teachings of Siddhartha
Gautama, known as Buddha. He refuted the idea of
man's having an immortal soul and did not preach the
existence of any Supreme Deity. Instead he taught
that man should seek freedom from greed, hatred and
delusion, and enlightenment through realizing the
Four Noble Truths and following the Eightfold Path.
The Four Noble Truths are (as for the Faith edge):
• The fact of suffering
• The origin of suffering
• The annihilation of suffering
• And the Eightfold Path.
The Eightfold Path comprises: Right Views, Right
Aspirations, Right Speech, Right Conduct, Right
Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness and
Right Meditation. Buddhists are found all across
Asia.

• Spirits inhabit the world with men.
• The religions emphasise an intimate relationship
with nature.
• Religions are “light” on formal ritual and ceremony,
but the concept of veneration of the spirits etc
permeates day to day life in small ways.
For more information about the magical aspect of the
Indian religion, see the next section.
Atheism is not actually a religion; rather it is a state
of mind. Atheists fall into two broad groups, those
who simply have no religious beliefs and those who
actively disbelieve in the existence of deities.

For Indians magic and religion are one and the same.
Plants, animals and objects – even natural
phenomenon, like thunder – all have spirits which
may be called upon to render aid, and must be ritually
thanked and appeased when aid is granted. Medicine
men speak with the spirit through chants and dances,
in ceremonies with items of power, such as drums,
feathers, tobacco and certain woods.

Confucianism is not technically a religion, rather it is
a way of life which emphasises the
importance of a strong social order
through a clear hierarchy. For
example, the Emperor (of China) is
the supreme authority and a son must
obey a father. Confucianism is based
on the teaching of the philosopher
Confucius which emphasised many
things including; a love for humanity,
valuing learning, devotion to family
(including your ancestors), peace and
justice.
Hoodoo is not a religion, rather it is
traditional African folk magic.
Hoodoo was bought too America by
slaves imported from Africa. It is
mentioned here for the sake of completeness.
Virtually all blacks are Christians and the practise of
Hoodoo sits uneasily alongside the practise of
Christianity. Hoodoo should not be confused with
Voodoo, which is a “proper” religion with it's focus
in the Caribbean. Voodoo is rare in America and is
generally only encountered in the southern states
around New Orleans.
The term “Old Ways” is a catch-all term for the
various Indian religions. Various tribes have differing
religious beliefs. Generally speaking, the more
resources a tribe has access to, the more developed
their religious theology. Having said that most Indian
religious beliefs have several things in common:
• There is no discrete barrier between natural and
supernatural.

Characters with the Dream walker talents
occasionally get dreams, which show past, present or
future events. These are mostly difficult to interpret.
A dream walker may make an Empathy roll to gain
some insight through or sense something supernatural or wrong. The GM sets the difficulty, and
information given should be obscure.
But dream walkers may also try to contact their
guardian spirit by performing a vision quest to get
answers on certain questions.
Before a vision quest starts, the medicine man must
perform a purification ritual, long hours of sweatbathing and sincere prayers. Fasting, self-torture,
dancing and hallucinogen substances are often part of

these rituals. The location is important, a hill top or
mountains side.
The vision quest is a solitary undertaking typically
lasting for four days and nights. The seeker fasts and
may forego sleep as well. Each seeker chooses his
own way to contact the spirits. He may offer his flesh;
stand naked throughout the day, arms outstretched
with offerings, or dance in a trance. The vigil
continues until the seeker has a vision, or abandons
the quest.
Every day, the seeker must make a Willpower roll.
On the first day, the Difficulty is Routine (2), for
every further day the difficulty is increased by +1.
Each degree of failure results in 1N wound which
cannot be recovered during the quest. If the dream
walker passes out, the quest is unsuccessful. You may
use your Focus skill instead of Willpower.
At the fourth day, the seeker makes Charisma (4) roll.
If successful, the seeker has contacted the guardian
spirit. Each success, grants one question. If the test is
not successful, the seeker may continue the quest.
You may use the Diplomacy skill instead of
Charisma.
Medicine men and shamans must make a successful
vision quest to learn a new ritual or fetish.

for the same task. On the other hand, the Buffalo
shaman would perform Healing Medicine with a +2
bonus, while the Wolf shaman would have -2 to his
roll.
The medicine man must follow the guardian spirits
ways, avoid taboos, perform rituals or loses his
powers, even may be cursed. Without Indian society,
many of these customs make the medicine man
looking weird or crazy, sometimes even disgusting.
The starting attitude of non-Indians is one step worse
than it would be normally. On the other hand,
medicine men are often highly regarded within the
Indian tribes. The starting attitude is one step better
than normal in the own tribes.

There are many possible guardian spirits. Here are
given a few examples. The description of the
guardian spirits should be used to work out taboos for
the medicine man. You may learn the listed Rituals
and fetishes when following a specific totem.

Wakan tanka is the Great Spirit, who stands above
and - at the same time - is part of every thing. Wakan
tanka expects respect for all things, living and nonliving in the native lands. Waken tanka is a word used
by the Plains Indians; other natives may have other
terms. Only shamans receive their power from Wakan
tanka. Dream walker may not choose Wakan tanka as
guardian spirit.
Area of influence: Everything! Shamans following
the Great spirit gain +2 to vision quests.
Bear is a powerful, but gentle and wise totem. He
tends to be slow-moving and easy-going unless he
has to move fast. Bear is slow to anger, but terrifying
in battle. Bear shamans tend to be calm, cool and
collected. They are healers and protectors of the
natural world as they see it. A bear shaman cannot
turn down someone who needs healing without giving
a good reason.
Area of influence: A Bear shaman gains a +2 on
Rituals and Fetishes which are meant for Healing,
Fight, or Wisdom. All other rituals or Fetishes are at a
-2 penalty.

Medicine men are guided by a Guardian spirit like
Wolf, Moon, Thunder or even the Great spirit, Wakan
Tanka. These spirits grant powers. A Medicine man
must have the talent of the same name which enables
him to learn rituals and making fetishes.
Area of influence: Each Guardian spirit grants a
bonus to rituals or Fetishes, which involves its area of
influence. Rituals and fetishes outside the area of
influence usually have a penalty. E.g. a Wolf shaman
blessing a warrior for a coming fight would have a +2
bonus, while a Buffalo shaman would get a -2 penalty

Buffalo knows much medicine, which he uses to aid
her people. Buffalo is kind and giving, strong and
tireless in her work. The people take from Buffalo
and honour his spirit for the bounty he provides.
Buffalo shamans are healers and protectors; they
cannot turn down an honest request for aid from
someone who needs it. A buffalo shaman will lay
down his life for a true friend or ally in need and will
often take great risks to help others.
Area of influence: A Buffalo shaman gains a +2 on
Rituals and Fetishes which are meant for Healing,

Love, or Wisdom. All other rituals or Fetishes are at a
-2 penalty.
Coyote is the Trickster. He is unpredictable and everchanging; bold one minute, cowardly the next. Old
Man Coyote can be a friend or deceiver. He is
intensely curious and fond of taking risks just for the
fun of it. Coyote shamans are independent and refuse
to be bound by anything other than their word. They
live by their own rules, surviving on wit and charm.
Area of influence: A Coyote shaman gains a +2 on
Rituals and Fetishes which are meant for Luck and
Trade, People and Travel. All other rituals or Fetishes
are at a -2 penalty.
Eagle is the highest-flying bird in the sky, considered
the noble by shaman. He is proud and solitary, and
sees everything happening in the world he soars over.
Eagle shamans are proud and noble defenders of the
purity of nature. They are intolerant of those who do
not share their views, and have a strong distrust of
technology and its tools. Those who damage nature
are Eagle‟s enemies, and the Eagle shamans brave
great danger to defeat polluters and other evildoers.
Area of influence: An Eagle shaman gains a +2 on
Rituals and Fetishes which are meant for Air, Hunt,
and Wisdom. All other rituals or Fetishes are at a -2
penalty.
Thunder is the power of nature, wise but demanding.
Thunder is owes great healing powers, controls
weather and fire, but expects sacrifice of dream
walker who wish to wield these power. Thunder
dreamers have to live on the edge of their village,
using buffalo skins during summer and light shirts in
the winter, and eating hot food with their bare hands.
Thunder shamans are said to be fire-proof.
Area of influence: A Thunder shaman gains a +2 on
Rituals and Fetishes which are meant for Weather,
Fire, and Wisdom. All other rituals or Fetishes are at
a -2 penalty.
Wolf is a powerful hunter and warrior. He is fiercely
loyal to the other members of his pack. As the ancient
saying goes, Wolf wins every fight but one, and in
that one he dies. Wolf shamans are loyal to friends
and family unto death. They do not show cowardice
in battle and their word is their bond. They never
harm wild wolves, and paint the space between their
toes red, just like their brethren. Wolf dreamers are
said to be immune to the effects of cold.
Area of influence: A Thunder shaman gains a +2 on
Rituals and Fetishes which are meant for Hunt, Fight,
and Family. All other rituals or Fetishes are at a -2
penalty.

Medicine men can learn rituals to perform tasks
beyond the normal. The following list gives a
description of known rituals.
At character generation, you know as many rituals as
you have levels in the Ritual skill. Each specialization
is another ritual.
Learning new rituals: After character generation
you may try to learn a new ritual when ever you take
a new level in Ritual or a new specialization.
Additionally, you must perform a successful vision
quest, before you are allowed to perform the ritual.
Name: The name of the ritual or fetish.
Difficulty: This is the difficulty for the Ritual test.
Additionally, targets may resist in an opposed test.
Range: The maximum range of the affected person or
object.
Casting time: Indian magic is ceremonial, requiring
elaborate and time-consuming rituals. Some medicine
takes days to perform.
Effects: The effect of the ritual, its duration and so
on.
Difficulty: Average Willpower of spirit
Range: n/a
Casting time: 1 hour per roll
Effects: This ritual sends any spirit or soul back to
the spirit world. This requires an extended test. The
medicine man must accumulate a number of
successes equal to the spirit‟s Willpower x 2 with his
Ritual roll. The difficulty is the spirit‟s Average
willpower. Each time the shaman has not achieved at
least one success, he gets a -2 penalty on all following
rolls. The shaman needs herbs, tobacco, masks or any
of combination of them (GM decision). If the spirit is
unknown, the medicine man must contact his
guardian spirit for guidance (Call guardian spirit
ritual or vision quest) to get information about the
proper ritual and tools.
Difficulty: 2
Range: 10 miles + (see effect)
Casting time: 1 hour for each 10 miles of radius
affected (see effect)
Effects: This ritual is used to summon animals of
related to the guardian spirit of the medicine man
(buffalo dreamers call on buffalo, wolf dreamers on
wolfs, etc). 1 animal for solitary creatures or 10 for
herd animals of this type will show up per success,
provided that there are as many animals in the
affected area. There are, for example, rarely more
than one bear in an area of 10 miles radius.
The animals show after completing the ritual.
The animals behave naturally, but are not disturbed
by the caster and his friends, as long as they are not
threatened. The animals may attack enemies of the
medicine man, if this is appropriate to their nature,
but cannot be commanded to do so.

Difficulty: 3
Range: n/a
Casting time: 1 hour
Effects: This ritual of protection is connected to a
limited task, as one fight to come, one hunt, a journey
or the like. Alternately, the blessing can be defined as
support in specific situations, love, trade, fight. All
tests related to the task or situations gain a +1 bonus
per 2 casting success. If the target fails an important
roll, have a critical or a foe makes a good roll, the
ritual negates the danger – and the blessing ends
immediately.
Otherwise the blessing ends the next new moon or
full moon, or when the task is done, whatever comes
first.
The blessing can be cast over more than one target at
the same time, in which case the casting time is
extended by 30 min per additional target. All targets
have to participate in the ritual.
A blessing may also be used to end a curse. The
Difficulty for this is the Skill level of the curse (see
curse ritual below), casting time in this case is 8
hours. If successful, the blessing negates the curse
and ends.
Difficulty: 2
Range: n/a
Casting time: 1 hour or more
Effects: This ritual allows the medicine man to
contact his guardian spirit much faster than with a
vision quest. He may ask for a vision that gives
answer to a question, advice in an important decision,
etc. Call Guardian spirit cannot be used for learning
new rituals or fetishes; for that you must make a
vision quest.
For general requests (not enchantment rituals or
banishing), the information given by the guardian
spirit (and GM) is determined by the number of
successes, though not always clearly formulated, but
in pictures, smells or sounds. The GM may decide
that an answer is not given immediately, but when a
relevant situation arises.
Difficulty: 3
Range: sight
Casting time: 1 hour
Effects: This ritual creates or dispels outdoor cloud
cover, as the caster chooses. One hour after
completing the rituals the clouds behave again
according to the weather and climate in the area.
Difficulty: Recover difficulty of disease
Range: Touch
Casting time: 8 hours per roll
A sickness has to be known – this may requires a
diagnosis or the Call Guardian spirit ritual. If a
sickness is caused by a Curse (see witches and
sorcery), the caster has to know the witch. The

difficulty in this case is equal to the Willpower of the
witch. Certain sicknesses need special herbs or other
materials during the ritual (GM decision).
The
medicine
man accumulates
successes
additionally to the Recover test of the patient. Each
roll is made after 8 hours. When the necessary
number of successes is gained, the patient has beaten
the disease and begins to recover normally.
This ritual may also support patients against poisons,
like some snake poisons or arsenic. Again, the
successes necessary for Recovery are added to the
successes of the patient.
Ritual time can be decreased, as some diseases or
poisons need to be cured faster. For each 1 hour the
casting time is reduced, get a -1 penalty.
Sickness caused by possession may need the Banish
ritual instead.
Difficulty: opposed roll
Range: hearing range
Casting time: 10 minutes
Effects: The target of the ritual must hear – though
not necessarily understand – that the caster is cursing
it, but it need not to be present while the caster
completes the curse. Like a blessing, a curse is
connected to a task or situations defined by one
aspect of a guardian spirit. The medicine man must
make an opposed test against the victims Willpower,
Guts or Focus skill, whichever is highest. A
successful curse works like the opposite of a blessing;
all tests covered by the definition of the curse have a 1 penalty per success.
If the victim somehow manages to achieve an
Exceptional or better success despite the penalty, the
curse turns this success somehow sour (in which way
is GM decision) – and the curse ends.
The curse ends anyway the next new moon or full
moon, or when the task is done, whatever comes first.
Witches can use curses in far more harming ways (see
Witches and sorcery below).
Difficulty: 2
Range: see effect
Casting time: 2 hours
Effects: With this ritual, the medicine man can travel
fast and undisturbed from one place to another, by
foot or horse. After performing the ritual make a
Ritual roll and divide the normal travel time by the
number of successes. Anyway, the travel time cannot
shorter than an eighth of the normal travel time, and
the Ghost travel is in effect only to the next dusk or
dawn.
The travellers cannot be seen directly and leave no
trace, though sensitive people, like other Indians or
people with a high Empathy may sense their passing,
may even see the shapes of the travellers. The
journey may not pass through “civilized” land or over
larger bodies of water, though, which makes the
ritual difficult to perform East of the Mississippi.

The medicine man may take with him a number of
persons equal to twice his Willpower rating, with a -1
penalty on the Ritual roll per 2 additional persons. All
travellers have to participate in the casting ceremony,
using peyote or other drugs. The effect of these drugs
is prolonged through the ceremony and lasts for the
whole journey. The hang-over effect sets in after
completing the journey. In case of unsuccessful
casting, the travellers just stumble around for 4 to 8
hours in a drug-induced trance.

Defense bonus. All persons within a radius of 3m to
the target must also make a Defenses roll with a +4
Bonus to avoid collateral damage.
If the target is inside building, the building is stuck
instead of the target, probably damaging and setting it
on fire.
To create a lightning by this ritual, a reasonable cloud
cover is necessary, either naturally or called by the
Cloud ritual. The target must be known (not
necessarily the name, but a good look at the face is
enough) and in identifying sight range at the
beginning and end of the casting time.
It is possible to target a victim even when not in sight,
but within a number of miles equal to the Willpower
of the caster. The caster must know the victim at least
by looks and where the victim is at the moment
(within a certain camp of small town is enough). The
ritual is more complex, taking about 1 hour. The
caster has usually no way of knowing, if the victim is
inside a building or not (GM decision).
Difficulty: 4
Range: self
Casting time: 1 minute / 1 round for Thunder
shamans
Effect: The caster prays and sings to his guardian
spirit. As long as he continues singing, no fire can
damage the medicine man. All tasks have -2 penalty
while singing, and the medicine man cannot move
faster than at walking pace. Tasks requiring speech or
vocal in some way cannot be performed, obviously.

Difficulty: 2
Range: Touch
Casting time: 8 hours
Effect: This ritual heals wounds cause by physical
damage as well as magic. The shaman makes a Ritual
roll after the casting time; each success heals 1 lethal
wound or 2 nonlethal wounds.
The Ritual must be performed in a Medicine hut. A
travelling medicine man may prepare an improvised
Medicine hut using the necessary herbs and tools.
This takes 1 extra hour and the Ritual roll has a -2
penalty. Without a Medicine hut, the penalty is -4.
You cannot perform the ritual without any herbs and
ritual tools.
Difficulty: Opposed Defense roll
Range: sight / Will miles (see Effect)
Casting time: 10 minutes / 1 hour
Effect: The lightning ritual causes a lightning which
strikes a target outside a building. The medicine man
attacks with the Ritual skill and the damage rating of
the lightning 4L. The target may use its Defence
rating as in combat. Magical armour may grant a

Difficulty: 2
Range: see effect
Casting time: 1 hour
Effect: The medicine man can use this ritual to see
and feel the present location of an item or a person he
personally knows. He must have at least had a good
enough look at the person or item at one time before
to recognize the target.
Range affects the Ritual‟s performance. Use the same
modifiers as for ranged combat. Short range is within
1 mile, Medium range with 10 miles, Long range
within 100 miles and Extreme range 101+ miles. For
each success, the vision of the current location gets
clearer. But if the target is farer away, the caster may
need additional sources or information to identify the
location.
Difficulty: Opposed Willpower x 2
Range: n/a
Casting time: 3 hours
Effects: The medicine man can call on human or
animal souls, or non-human spirits. The shaman can
talk to the spirit, even ask for a favour, for about 1
minute (Interaction). In case of a stolen soul, it lingers
long enough to connect it to its body again (Healing
ritual necessary, but this rituals casting time is
reduced to 3 hours). The shaman needs herbs,
tobacco, masks or any of combination of them (GM

decision). To summon a human spirit, the caster must
know the person and have the body or be at the site of
the person‟s death. Animal spirits can only be
summoned within a day if its death. The body is also
necessary. Non-human spirits must be known by their
true names, otherwise the medicine man must contact
his guardian spirit for guidance (Call guardian spirit
ritual) to get information about the proper ritual and
tools.
Difficulty: 2
Range: n/a
Casting time: 30 minutes
Effects: The enables the caster to track the target by
scent. The caster must have some ting that connects
him to the target, the more personal the better. The
Ritual roll is modified how good the connection to the
target is. Hair, blood or fingernails have the best
connection (no penalty). Very personal items like a
calumet, a favourite weapon or jewellery are quite
good, -2 penalty. Items or places with contain much
of the signature of the target, like a foot print, a home
stead, an often used tool, are also usable, though
somewhat vague (-4 Penalty). The energy connecting
the item with the target is used up during the ritual
casting. Hair, blood and nails can be divided up, at
least 3 hairs, one drop of blood or one nail clip is
necessary for a successful casting ritual.
If successfully cast, the medicine man smells the
target, knowing the actual direction of it. The caster
can follow the scent like a compass which points to
the target instead of North. There is a trapping
though, the ritual works best in wilderness. Towns
and cities have strong unnatural odour, which covers
much of the target‟s scent. The medicine man can tell
if the target is in a specific town but cannot locate it
exactly, if not within Perception x Successes meters.
The effect of the ritual lasts for 1 hour per success.
Casting-Difficulty: 19
Range: sight
Casting time: 10 minutes
Effects: With this ritual the medicine man can push
items or persons by the force of the wind. Small items
(up to 5kg) may be blown away or to the caster in a
straight line (max. Will x 10 meters).
The medicine man may also try to push over people
with a wind strike. He may affect an area of Will x 2
meters in width. Every person within the affected area
must make an Athletics (Strength) test against the
casters test result. If unsuccessful, the targets are
blown off horses and/or tumble backwards for 3d6
meters for 2d6 damage, additionally to any secondary
damage like falling.
The medicine man may also try to push something
not heavier than a person into the air, lifting the target
Will meters upwards. The medicine man has enough
control to lift himself up to a higher position. Others
must make an Athletics test (see 7.4. Falling).

Fetishes are physical things like a pouch filled with
herbs, a dream catcher or pearl shirt, which contain
magical energy. The user, not necessarily the maker,
can call upon these powers. Making fetishes require
rituals, tools and materials, which are unique for each
new item to be enchanted. Therefore guidance by the
guardian spirit (a successful Call Guardian spirit) and
- after that - collecting of material is necessary before
starting the actual enchantment. The time these
preparations take are not included in the enchanting
ritual‟s casting time.
At character generation, you know how to make as
many different Fetish types as you have levels in the
Fetish skill. Each specialization is another ritual.
Learning to make new fetish types: After character
generation you may try to learn to make a new Fetish
type when ever you take a new level in the Fetish
skill or a new specialization. Additionally, you must
perform a successful vision quest, before you are
allowed to perform the ritual.

Difficulty: 4
Range: Touch
Casting time: 14 days
Effect: The enchanted armor usually is a buck skin
shirt embroidered with symbols, pearls and other
materials. It may also be a porcupine quill breast
plate. The armor is only effective against one weapon
type, depending on the guardian spirit‟s area of
influence. Buffalo protects against arrows, wolf
against bullets.
When worn, the wearer has a Defence bonus +1 per
every 2 successes against the chosen weapon type.
This bonus counts also to Passive defense, but not to
Active Defense. If the character has actually taken
damage during a fight, he must spend 2 hours with
meditative repair as soon as possible, or the ritual
diminishes.
Difficulty: 3
Range: Touch
Casting time: 7 days
Effect: A ritual enchants ranged weapons to have a
greater range than usual. This may be bows,
tomahawks, knives or spears. The base range (Short)
is increased by 2 yards per success. Double the base
range for finding Medium range and quadruple it for
Long range.
Difficulty: 4
Range: n/a
Casting time: 1 day
Effects: The Luck charm works like the talent Luck.
For every 2 success he wearer can add +2 bonus to
any die roll during a game session. The Luck charm
becomes useless, if the target fails a test using the
Luck bonus.

Difficulty: 3
Range: n/a
Casting time: 1 day
Effects: If the Medicine bundle is worn, it works like
the Bless ritual – which must be known to the
medicine man – with the following exceptions:
The magic is not connected to one special task, but to
one defined skill used for a certain situations such as
trade, fight, protection, love or hunt. Alternatively,
the bonus may be granted to an attribute in specific
situations (sickness protection, magical protection,
the GM has the last word)
The magic only ends if the target fails an important
roll (or a foe makes a good roll), in this case the ritual
negates the danger, may turning it even into a success
(GM decision). The Medicine bundle grants a +1
bonus per 2 successes.
The followers of Coyote and Wakan tanka may also
work general luck medicine bundles. These have a +1
bonus per 2 successes to all tests. The Difficulty for
making this fetish type is 4. The ritual ends if the
target fails an important roll, just like described
above.
Difficulty: 4
Range: Touch
Casting time: 14 days
Effect: When using the Medicine shield, it grants a
Defense bonus of +1 per every 2 successes against
Melle and Brawl attacks. If the shield‟s user is not
aware of the attack, or must use his Passive defense,
the bonus does not count. If the character has actually
taken damage during a fight, he must spend 2 hours
with meditative repair as soon as possible, or the
ritual diminishes.
Difficulty: 4
Range: Touch
Casting time: varies
Effect: This ritual makes traditional Indian weapons
more powerful. You gain +1 on the attack roll with
this weapon for every 2 successes. Unsuccessful
casting means a waste of time. The GM may even
decide that a weapon becomes cursed if the number
of failures is too high.
A lance or a tomahawk takes 10 days to enchant, a
knife about 6 days and one arrow 1 day. If collected
enough materials the ritual can be prolonged to
produce more arrows (2 per additional day).
An enchanted weapon is as easy or difficult to
damage as a normal weapon of the same type. If you
make a successful Parry with the weapon, you must
spend 2 hours with meditative repair as soon as
possible, or the effect diminishes. If the weapon
breaks the magic is gone.

Witches are feared and hated in Indian society (the
term „witch‟ refers to male and female practitioners of
sorcery alike). The Witchery Way, ’iińzhįįd (literally,
"evil-wishing magic" in Navajo) is based on the
power of names, body material like fingernails, and
possessions to affect their owners; it is a practice that
revolves around sympathetic magic and curses. Some
practitioners are said to have a "power", like sun,
lightning, snakes, etc., that helps; besides humans,
some animals, especially dogs, are said to use
’iińzhįįd, as are whirlwinds. Though people are the
most typical targets, animals, crops, and other
property are sometimes cursed, as well.
The witch uses the Curse ritual in the following way:
first the witch must obtain an article of clothing or a
piece of the body, like hair, fingernails, or excrement.
The item is then buried with corpse flesh, in a grave,
or under a tree that has been struck by lightning, and
then an incantation is said or sung--frequently a
benevolent prayer backwards, as in European
tradition. Either the time between the ritual and the
victim's death is specified in the chant, or the victim
dies within four days. Blessings and Healing magic
can stop the curse as describe for these rituals (see
above).
Other techniques are used, too. When the target is a
pregnant woman, the body of a horned toad is cut
open, and the personal effect is placed inside the
cavity, and then the chant is said. As in other
witchcraft traditions, walking around the victim's
house or stepping over him while he sleeps can inflict
an ’iińzhįįd curse.
Witches are also versed in the use of poisonous
substances and drugs. They often use poisoned
weapons and powders to cause painful and slow
deaths. For samples of poisons see chapter 7.
Skinwalkers
Skinwalkers are users of witchery whose magic may
turn them into any animal they wish for evil purposes.
The Navajo call skinwalkers yee naaldlooshii which
means "with it, he goes on all fours". A person is said
to gain the power to become a yee naaldlooshii upon
a certain form of initiation into the Witchery Way.
Although skinwalkers use most frequently the form of
a coyote, wolf, owl,
fox, or crow, the yee
naaldlooshii is said to
have the power to
assume the form of any
animal they choose,
depending on what
kind of abilities they
need. Witches use the
form for expedient
travel, especially to the
Navajo equivalent of
the 'Black Mass', a
perverted song (and the
central rite of the

Witchery Way) used to curse instead of to heal. They
also may transform to escape from pursuers. It is also
said that skinwalkers avoid the light and that their
eyes glow like an animal's when in human form and
when in animal form their eyes do not glow as an
animal's would.
Because animal skins are used primarily by
skinwalkers, the pelt of animals such as bears,
coyotes, wolves, and cougars are strictly tabooed
within the Navajo society. Sheepskin and buckskin
are probably two of the few hides used by Navajos;
the latter is used only for ceremonial purposes.
The skinwalkers are described as being fast, agile,
and impossible to catch. Though they can be hurt,
killing a skinwalker is very difficult. Sometimes a
skinwalker will be tracked down, only to lead to the
house of someone known to the tracker. Wounds
received in animal form may also reveal the identity
of a skinwalker. It is said that if a Navajo was to
know the person behind the skinwalker they had to
pronounce the full name, and about three days later
that person would either get sick or die for the wrong
that they have committed.
According to Navajo legend, skinwalkers can have
the power to read human thoughts. They also possess
the ability to make any human or animal noise they
choose. A skinwalker may use the voice of a relative
or the cry of an infant to lure victims out of the safety
of their homes.
More on witches and skin walker in the chapter Folks
of the Old West.

Some gunfighters have a strange connection to the
spirit world. They are born with the strange ability to
be at the wrong place at the wrong time. Those who
manage to fight back and get good enough to live
through their calamities, are sometimes contacted by
mysterious strangers, who show them how to channel
their abilities through a special gun. These become
spellslingers, gunfighters with cursed guns spellguns.
The first spellslinger was a knight templar. Fighting
the last priests of the Aztecs, he went with fire and
sword to destroy the human-sacrificing cult.
Meanwhile, the templar soldiers got ordered to
eliminate the village with children, women and the
old. As the templar returned, he condemned the
carnage and was expelled form the Order in return.
Travelling north through the wilderness, he met a
medicine man. The shaman told him, if the Good
shall be preserved, balance must be kept. And the
warrior‟s way of keeping the balance is to keep Evil
at bay, by eliminating it‟s henchmen. To fight Evil,
the templar and the shaman used the templar‟s sword
to create the first spellgun. When the first spellslinger
became old, he looked for lonely gunfighters with a
connection to the spirit world. Each spellslinger has a
different call by which he tries to preserve balance,
some hunt down bandits, others gang up with them.

No one really knows what a spellslinger have to do to
follow his Ace in the Sleeve.
Game effects
Outsider: Spellslingers are feared in the West. Most
people shy away instinctively. Some saloons, hotels
and stores do not want spellslingers as customers.
Reduce starting attitude for people by one step.
Bad mojo: The spellslinger attracts all kind of
strange luck. Every time the GM wants to decide
randomly if something violent is about to happen to a
group with a spellslinger, do not roll a die, just let it
happen. The bank gets robbed just when the
spellslinger walks in, the stage coach gets attacked,
soldiers attack the Indian village which the
spellslinger is visiting, and the like. In principle, bad
mojo works similar to the Danger magnet flaw.
Mean and evil spirits tend to attack him first, and in a
ghost town, a spellslinger has to watch out not to be
called out by lingering ghosts.
This is a powerful plot device, but the GM should not
overuse it either. Let the spellslinger stumble over
weird things, but it is not necessary to have a bank
raid every time the spellslinger wants to fetch some
money. And do not forget to reward a Stype point
from time to time.

Spellgun: All spellslingers use weird sixguns, which
are turned into a powerful focus by a secret ritual,
carved and ornamented with strange symbols and
talismans. Firing a spellgun might look and sound
like any normal sixgun for the casual observer, but a
Perception roll (Difficulty 3) reveals that the muzzle
flash has a strange bluish light and the gun sound is
some what hollow and wailing, as its projectiles are
of arcane nature. Indian characters who believe in
their ancestors religion, may use the Empathy skill
instead of Perception to notice this. Dream walkers
and medicine men may just look at the spellslinger to
know him for what he is (Empathy roll, Difficulty 2).
If the spellgun is fired, they get a +4 bonus on this
roll.
Only the spellslinger can fire his spellgun, though
guns without a master may be used if the spellgun
accepts the spellslinger (GM decision). Spellslingers
do not take the gun of another spellslinger in whose
killing they were involved. The avenging soul of the
deceased or his spellgun may cause serious mischief
for the spellslinger.

As long as a spellslinger lives, he cannot really loose
his first spellgun. It, somehow and by chance, shows
up at the most unexpected places after just a short
time.
A spellgun channels magical energy for the
spellslinger. The spellslinger may give some of his
life force to the gun to make it more deadly. In game
terms, the spellslinger can take voluntarily damage to
inflict more damage to the target. The spellslinger
must decide what he wants to do, before making the
attack roll:
- If the attack is successful, he may inflict 1 extra
wound per non-lethal wounds he takes himself.

- Or he may inflict 2 extra wounds per lethal wound
he takes himself.
A spellgun never runs out of ammo. The stats of the
spellgun depend on the abilities of the spellslinger.
Special properties of the gun type used, such as
capable of fanning, double action or fast re-loader, are
still in effect
A spellgun is fired with the Firearms skill, all ranged
combat rules and modifiers are applied as usual.
Spellgun
Damage: (Willpower)L
Range: Perception (x 5)/(x 10)/(x20)/(over x20)

The most common means of transport are by foot,
horse and wagon. West of the Mississippi, travellers
follow established trails, like the Old Spanish trail or
the El Paso trail. Settlers and merchants travel mostly
in wagon trains, for convenience and protection,
sharing a guide, someone who knows the respective
trail. Wagon trains travel about 15 to 20 miles a day,
mounted groups may cover an average distance of 40
miles, forced marches increase the travel distance up
to 80 miles. His, however, may ruin or even kill the
steed.
A few stage coach routes, most prominently Well,
Fargo & Co., connects the East and the West coast as
there is no trans-continental railroad…yet. Along

these routes are posts, where horses can be changed,
repair made, and passengers may stretch their legs.
These stage coach posts are usually tolerated by the
Indian tribes as they function as trading posts as well.
Some few extended even to small towns. However,
one should not feel too safe in Indian country,
especially in the South. Indians raided lone stations
far away from military support ore than once.
Stage coaches travel between 60 and 100 miles
(express) per day, depending on terrain and frequency
of stops. A ride costs $0.15 per mile ($9 per 50 miles
express).
Steam boats travel up and down stream the major
rivers, transporting goods, mail and people alike.
River boat travel about 50 miles per day on the
Mississippi or Missouri. A low-deck passage costs $2
per day, a cabin cost $20.
The GM may use the following table to flesh out a
journey overland.

Roll 2 dice for each day spent on the trail. 2 successes
mean a random encounter occurs. When and where
the encounter occurs on any given day is up to the
GM. Roll 2d6 on the random encounter table below.
The order of the dice does matter on this table, so
state which dice is the first and which second before
you roll.
Roll
Encounter
11
Abandoned Mine: The characters stumble
upon an abandoned mine. How long the mine
has been abandoned for, and why it was
abandoned are in the hands of the GM.
12
Abandoned wagon: The characters find an
abandoned wagon. How long, and why, it has
been abandoned is up to the GM (perhaps the
owners are still nearby, or perhaps the wagon
is bait in an ambush?).
13
Bandit ambush: The characters are ambushed
by a group of bandits. If the party looks tough
the bandits will stay in cover and call on them
to drop their weapons and money, then rides
on. If the party looks vulnerable the bandit
leader will swagger around a bit and make
ridiculous demands whilst his men cover the
party. If on a cattle drive, the bandits may be
rustlers and try to steal some cattle at night.
14
Bandits fighting travellers: The party
encounters a group of travellers engaged in a
fight with bandits.
15
Stampede: The party gets caught in a
stampede, either buffalo or cattle. The GM
should make the escape dramatic with a couple
of Riding or Athletics rolls.
16
Natural obstacle: The party comes across a
canyon or a river and must find a way to cross
or take a long detour. Cattle drives over a ford
could result in the lost of a number of animals.
21
Bogged down: If the party has a wagon or
other wheeled vehicle it gets stuck. The time
spent getting it loose halves the distance
travelled that day.
22
Camp-fire: The party spies a camp-fire (the
light at night, or smoke in the daytime). It is up
to the GM to decide whose camp-fire it is.
23
Carcass or dying man: Roll one die: The
party finds a carcass (failure) or dying man
(success). Who, or what, killed it is up to the
GM, may be it is still close. The dying man
may charge the party with a task or give them
useful information.
24
Card sharp: The party encounters a
wandering card sharp. He'll seek their
hospitality then try to take them for everything
they've got in a “friendly” game.
25
Cavalry unit: The party encounters a cavalry
unit travelling somewhere.
26
Dog: The party encounters a dog. The dog will
try to adopt a party member and come with the
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party. Of course, it may not be a stray and its
owner may come looking for it.
Dust Storm: A violent dust storm blows up,
forcing the party to seek cover. This halves
movement for the day and all mechanisms (e.g.
Guns) become unreliable until they are
thoroughly cleaned and oiled (a job which
needs the resources of a town to achieve).
Cattle get nervous in dust storms.
Empty house: The party finds an empty
house. Who lived there and why they left is up
to the GM.
Flash Food: A sudden thunderstorm triggers a
flash flood. If the party is on foot or horseback
they can just ride out of the way of the flood. If
they have any wagons or carts the
wagons/carts are swept away. Recovering
these halves movement for the day and you
should roll 2 dice for each significant item on
the wagon/cart, and for each wagon/cart itself.
A failure means the item (or wagon/cart) is
destroyed by the flood (a destroyed item
cannot be repaired).
Ghost Town: The party finds a ghost town.
Why it was there and why it was abandoned is
up to the GM.
Inclement weather: Either very hot, very cold
or very wet weather slows progress, and is
very unpleasant. Half movement for the day.
Indian scouts: The party encounters Indian
scouts. Whether the scouts are friendly or
hostile depends on the tribe and where they are
encountered.
Indian war party: The party encounters a
group of Indians who are on the war path. A
friendly tribe is no problem, but if the tribe is
hostile the party will have to be very
diplomatic to avoid a fight.
Dangerous creature: The party encounters a
bear, cougar or another dangerous creature.
Lost travellers: The party encounters a group
of lost travellers. They could do with some
assistance in getting to the nearest town.
Mysterious stranger: The party encounters a
“mysterious stranger”. Who, or what, the
stranger is, and what his motivations are
depend on the GM.
Posse: The party encounters a posse of a dozen
riders out hunting criminals, or something else.
Prospectors: The party encounters a
prospector, or group of prospectors.
Rattler and Skunk: Roll one die. Failure: One
of the party gets bit by a Rattler. Everyone
should make a Perception roll, the character
with the lowest result gets bitten. Success: As
Rattler, but the lowest result causes the
character to get squirted by a skunk and stinks
to high heaven for the next few days (all
interactions -4).
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Rich hunter and entourage: The party
encounters a rich hunter and his entourage. The
hunter may be a tinhorn from back east, or
even a rich foreigner on holiday.
Sacred Land: The party enters an area of
Sacred Indian land. This may lead to an
encounter with angry Indians, or not, as the
GM decides.
Shady looking characters: The party
encounters a group of shady looking characters
on the trail. They may be bandits or genuine
travellers.
Observer: Someone is watching the party
from afar.
Snake oil salesman: The party encounters a
travelling snake oil salesman. He'll try to sell
them all manner of miracle cures and unguents.
Stagecoach: The party encounters a
stagecoach. It may be stopped for a rest break
or damaged and in need of their assistance. It
might even be under attack by Indians or
bandits.
Trader: The party encounters a trader,
travelling from town to town sharpening
knives and selling pots, pans and other items.
Trading post: The characters stumble across a
trading post, where they can re-fill their
supplies.
Wild beasts: The characters come across some
wild beasts, maybe even legendary creatures.
Travelling circus: The party encounters a
travelling circus. This, of course, creates the
possibility of having to deal with an escaped
wild animal, such as a lion.
Watering hole: The party finds a nice
watering hole. Maybe someone is guarding it,
charging a fee.

These are abstract rules for chases between horsemen
or wagons or both. They are also usable for other
types of chases, if both parts are roughly equal in
speed. You may use cards or poker chips to represent
each space between chasers and hunted.
1. The GM sets the head start and the range for
each space increment. Typical ranges for
space increments would be: 5 yards for a
foot race, 20 or 50 yards for a horse/wagon
chase, depending on how open the chase
area is. Place the markers on the table and
set one marker for the chasers and one for
the hunted at each end.
2. Compare speed of both parts; the faster party
gains a +1 bonus yard difference in speed his
chase rolls. Difficult terrain induces a -1 or
higher penalty. Both parties make an
opposed roll with the relevant Skill (Riding,
Drive, Athletics), modified as mentioned.
3. If one party has 2 degrees of success, this
party may increase or decrease the distance
by adding or taking away one marker. For
every 2 additional successes, an additional
marker may be added or taken away. If the
chasers reach the hunted they may try to
stop, hold or beat him. Alternately, a
character may try to jump on a stage coach
or train. If the hunted has over 10 markers
between him and the chasers, he got away.
4. If no side gains or looses ground, roll on the
chase table below. If there are two different
means of transportation involved, the looser
rolls on the table.

A pony express rider may want to slow the chasing
Indians down by using his sixgun. An outlaw running
away might fire his shotgun to discourage pursuers.
Hunter and hunted may attack once per chase round.
All attacks are at -1D due to movement, and all chase

tests after an attack are at -1D.
Range depends on the chase type, in foot chases in
town a space marker equals 5m (or even 2m in a
crowed street). In horse and wagon chases, one space
marker equals 10m or 20m, depending on how open
the area is.

Whether in a shady saloon or a gussied-up gambling
hall, a single hand can turn the lowest of men into a
winner, or the best of men into a poor wretch without
a cent to his name. In the Old West, card games are
king, but dice games and even the roulette wheel also
have a place at the table. This section details the most
popular games and their rules.

A very popular dice game in the Old West is “craps.”
If the shooter rolls a 7 or 11 on the first roll, he wins.
He may throw and bet again, or pass the dice to
another player. However, if he rolls a 2, 3 or 12 on
the first roll, he loses.
If the shooter's first throw is 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 10, he
continues to throw until he again rolls the same
number and wins, or throws 7 (“craps out”) and loses
both his bet and the dice.

Cheating in dice games is only possible, if one uses
loaded dice. To simulate loaded dice, the cheater
throws 1 extra die and chooses the best result.
To change dice on the table an opposed Gambling roll
against the highest Perception is needed. If failed,
someone noticed the cheating.

This simple dice game is often called “beat the
dealer,” or the “bartender‟s game,” since it keeps
drinkers occupied while they sit at the bar. Players
simply bet 1:1 odds that they can beat the dealer.
Play begins with the dealer rolling two six-sided dice.
On a roll of 2, each player immediately wins even
money, while on a roll of 12, the dealer takes all
wagers.
On any other result (rolls of 3 through 11), the dealer
places a marker on a numbered layout or simply uses
chalk to indicate his score. The player on the dealer‟s
far left then rolls the dice versus the dealer‟s score. If
the result is higher than the dealer‟s score, the player
wins even money (1:1). Each remaining player (in
order of the dealer‟s left to right), also rolls in an
attempt to beat the dealer‟s score, until all players
have rolled. The dealer wins all ties. If one or both
dice falls to the floor, all dice must be re-rolled.
Cheating is handled as when shooting craps (see
above).

This card game is easy to learn and simple to play. It
is the most commonly played card game – even more
common than poker. After all, in an honest faro

(sometimes spelled “pharo”) game, the odds of
winning are nearly 1:1 – not bad at all. Bets are also
paid off 1:1 (for example, a player who makes a
dollar bet wins a dollar – in addition to retaining his
original dollar bet, of course).
In faro, one or more players play against the dealer
(also known as the “bank”). The dealer shuffles a
standard deck of cards and places it face down (or
face up in a spring-loaded dealer‟s box) on the table.
Also on the table is a faro board, which displays each
card rank (usually ♠s, glued or painted on the board).
Layout is in two rows, with the cards running in a
counter-clockwise manner, so the upper row displays
the 6 through the Ace (left to right), and the lower
row the 8 up to the King (also left to right). Off to the
left, between the two rows, is the 7. The Ace is
always the lowest card in faro.
Players then place wagers (chips) directly on the faro
board. A chip placed directly on a card means that the
player is “backing” only that card rank. Players may
also bet on multiple card ranks by placing a chip
between a pair of cards (directly between them or on
the diagonal, on the inside or outside). This is called
“splitting,” but does not mean a split wager. For
example, if a player splits the 10-Jack (putting his
chips directly between the 10 and the Jack), he wins
his full wager on a 10 or a Jack. Players who place
their chips between the 6, 7 and 8 are “betting the
pot.” On the other hand, placing chips between four
adjacent cards is known as a “square” bet.
Once all bets are down, the dealer discards the top
card of his deck (known as the “soda card”). The next
card displayed is the losing card, which the dealer
places on his right, next to his deck or box. The dealer
(or house) wins any bets placed on the losing card.
The third card drawn is the winning card. For
example, if the winning card is a 7, all players who
bet on the 7 (either by backing, splitting or betting the
pot) win. Players who bet on other cards may leave
their bets on the same card for the next draw, remove
them from the board or move the bet to another card.
New players can also join the game in between turns.
Once all bets are down, the dealer draws another
winning card, and the process repeats itself.
Players may also "copper" their first wager, by
placing a penny or token on top of their chips. This is

reversing the meaning of winning/losing cards for this
bet. The coppering player wins if the copper is on the
losing card and loses if the copper is on the winning
card.
Cheating is not possible for a player, as he never
touches the cards.
To simulate an evening with faro every player
involved makes a Gambling roll against the dealer
who rolls just once, winning an amount of money
equal to successes x base stakes, or loosing money
equal to failures x base stakes. The base stakes range
from ¢50 to $2.

This card game is based on betting on the own hand
of cards beats the hand of the others. Poker is
common in many saloons without a Faro table. Poker
uses a normal 52-card deck without the jokers.
In the most common version of poker, one player
deals out 5 cards to everyone at the table. Then the
player to the left of the dealer begins his bet. The
limit depends on agreement; from 1 dime to a couple
of thousands everything is possible. The most
common limits lay between ¢50 and $2. The next
player may match the bet (call), raise it or fold. This
goes on until every player has either folded or paid
the same amount into the pot.
All remaining players may now replace up to all 5
cards in the hands, beginning with player to the left of
the dealer. The player must first discharge the
unwanted cards before he receives the replacement.
Then a new betting round begins. Just like before, the
betting round closes when the players either have
folded or matched all bets. The players still in game,
compare their hands, the highest hand gets the pot. In
case of two or more winner hands the pot is split
equally.
Ranking of hands (from high to low)
Royal Flush – a straight flush with Ace as high card
(e.g. A, K, Q, J, 10 of spades)
Straight flush – a sequence of cards (e.g. 4,5,6,7,8)
in the same suit (e.g. all hearts)
Four of a kind – four cards of the same value (e.g.
four 10‟s)
Full house – tree cards of the same value plus 2 cards
of the same value (e.g. three K and two J) The highest
triple wins over other full houses
Flush – all cards of one suit (e.g. all
diamonds), highest card wins over
other flushes.
Straight – all cards in a sequence (e.g.
9,10,J,Q,K), highest card wins over
other straights
Three of a kind – three cards of the
same value (e.g. three K)
Two pairs – two pairs of cards of the
same value (e.g. two 4s, and two J). If
two players have the same set of pairs
the highest single card determines the
winner.

One pair - two cards of same value (e.g. two 3s). If
two players have the same set of pairs the highest
single card determines the winner.
High card – if the players got nothing else, the player
with the highest card wins.
You may play out a poker game, but to simulate the
gambling skills and bluffing of the characters, you
can use the following method:
Each player gets 5 cards and places the bets. Then,
everyone makes a Gambling test, use appropriate
specializations. For each 2 successes, the player
receives one card which he may take and discharge
another for it (he may look through his cards).

One cannot jump into the nearest stream, begin to pan
and expect to get rich. You need to know where to
look and of cause a great portion of luck helps.
First the GM has to determine if there is gold and of
which quantity. The GM may have a prepared map of
the area the players are reconnoitring, or may roll up
a claim using the following steps (the result should
not be known to the players):

If you want to simulate a whole evening of playing
poker without using the time or you want to play out
a game and have no cards at hand, you may use the
following rules:
1. First set the minimum stakes, usually $1, but
it may range from $0.50 to several thousand
dollars.
2. All players make a Gambling test.
3. The lowest result pays the highest result the
difference in successes x base stakes. The
next lowest result pays he next highest. Ties
go even.
If you play out a poker game, you may get additional
cards by making an opposed Gambling roll against
the highest Perception. You get one additional card
per success. On failure the cheater gets caught and
must face the consequences.
If simulating a whole poker evening, you add your
successes of the cheating roll to the success total,
when calculating who pays who.

1.

2.

3.
There are many places where gold was found during
the recent years. Maybe the characters want to joint
an existing gold rush or find their own place. The
following rules can be used for playing out the search
for “The Colour”!

Presence of gold: Roll 3d6. If the result is 18
there is gold. Add +3 if the area is known to
have gold, like in the Black hills. Add
another +3 if the claim adjoins to a known
gold claim.
If gold there is gold, roll on the Prospecting
table for the quality of the claim. Note that
there is a chance for no gold at all in this
table.
The characters make a Knowledge:
Prospecting roll against a difficulty
depending on the quality of the claim to
discover gold. If successful the character
knows that this is a claim which can yield. If
there is no gold the character is quite sure of
this. Unsuccessful test yield no information,
there may or may not be gold. It takes a day
to examine a claim.

The usual method for characters to get the gold is to
pan. All you need is a shovel, a pan and some luck.
Of cause, knowing where and how to begin helps
immense.
The GM determines the maximum possible yield for
one person that day according to the quality (see
Prospecting table). Then the character must make a
Knowledge: Prospecting test against a Difficulty
depending on the quality of the claim (see also
Prospecting table). Each success results in a find of
10% of that day‟s maximum yield. Failure may result
in a special encounter. The GM determines what
happens: foul weather or floods, dangerous animals
like bears, wolves or cougars, malfunction of gear,
disease, bandits, Indians or claim jumpers.
Another, more effective, method available to the
characters is the rocker box. You need material and
tools to build one (Craft Carpentry, Difficulty 2; costs
$20 and a day‟s work) and at least 2 but no more than
4 persons who drive it. The most experienced
prospector makes the test. Use 8 times the listed
maximum day yield as calculation base for the yield,
as it is possible to process much more sediment.
One cannot expect to exploit a claim until all gold is
found, though the maximum yield of a claim is given
in the table. Usually, some gets nosey and finds out
about a gold source. The characters must expect
company at their claim, especially if their claim is
quite productive.

The West with its vast plains is ideal for ranching.
Especially the plains of Texas are good grazing
ground for cattle. The wide landscape of the South
West provides everything for cattle ranching, but the
demand. The big marked for beef is in the East with
its huge population. It is there where a longhorn turns
into profit. Thus, the beef must reach the Eastern
market, by driving it to the nearest railroad with the
capacity to ship it to the East. Unfortunately, the rail
road has not come very far west. Kansas City, and
newly Dodge City are the western-most rail stations
which can handle cattle at a bigger scale.

Ranches are located near water sources, as cattle need
water. This makes fences unnecessary as the cattle
keeps in range of the water source. Many a cattle
baron used this fact and shut down the water supply
of neighbours down river by damming, just to buy up
the land for almost nothing.
There are many hands necessary to run a ranch. All
receive free lodgings and food, the wages are extra.
The top man in the working order on a ranch is the
ranch boss, who sometimes is the ranch owner, too,
but that is not necessary. A hired ranch boss has a
monthly salary of $60-100. He manages the daily

tasks, filed works of the cowboys and even
administration.
The most important job on a ranch has the cowboy.
He is the man who does the real ranching job, from
herding, horse handling and guarding, to branding
and fixing fences or buildings. The monthly wage is
about $30. How many cowboys a rancher needs
depends on the ranch size; as a rule of the thumb, one
cowboy per every 250 cattle.
No ranch would work without a range cook. A good
cook makes the cowboys happy. And happy cowboys
mean work well done. A cook‟s monthly wages are
$40 or even more.
Most ranches employ a wrangler, who takes care of
the horses. Often, he acts also as a go-fer for the
ranch boss and the cook. The wages for wranglers are
low, usually $25.
Beside the usual work on a ranch, the ranch hands
have to take care of hazards and inconveniences for
the ranch and the live stock. Indians, rustlers and
Mexican desperados prey on the herd as well as
wolves and cougars. Blizzards and other hazardous
weather can kill easily a large part of the cattle as can
disease, heat and vermin.
During spring, after the cows have given birth, the
ranch has to make a round-up. The freely roaming
cattle are counted, new calves are branded and steers
castrated.
During fall, the cattle are rounded up again, this time
for the drive to the railroad stockyards further East, to
sell the cattle for a good margin of profit.

Range wars are small scale conflicts fought over the
ownership of land and resources. Most range wars are
between private citizens and the reasons vary,
including:
• Wars over mineral rights
• Wars over water rights
• Wars over grazing rights (ranchers vs. free grazers
or cattle ranchers vs. sheep herders)
• Wars over agricultural rights (ranchers vs.
homesteaders)
Wars are also often fought between criminal groups
and other criminal groups, law abiding citizens or the
law. These are not really “range wars”, but they are
about control, with the criminals wishing to gain
control of the community and its resources.

A typical drive has around 2500 cattle and eight to
twelve cowboys overseeing it. It makes around ten to
twelve miles a day and takes around thirty days to
move the herd north from Texas to the railheads
which lead back east. This is at a pace where grazing
is possible. Sometimes dryness or lack of food forces
the herd to move faster. After each day without
proper feeding, the herd needs 2 days recovering. The
GM should keep track of this for determine the beef
quality.

During the day the trail boss leads the herd on the
way, while a number of cowboys surround the herd to
hold it together. This requires at least 1 range hand
per 250 - 300 cattle, but never less than 3. The chuck
wagon and replacement horses follow the herd.
At night two cowboys circle the herd, slowly riding in
opposite directions, to keep the herd in place, often
singing as they do so as the sound calms the cattle
down.
On round ups and trail drives, cowboys sleep
outdoors for weeks at a time. Their bedroll often
consists of a pair of blankets rolled in a piece of oiled,
waterproof canvass. Inside his bedroll, a cowboy
keeps extra clothes, letters, and other personal items.
The bedroll is the cowboy's personal bedroom on the
prairie.
At night the cowboys tell stories around the camp-fire
or listen to fiddle or harmonica music. Wake up time
is often four o'clock in the morning (just before
sunrise) and each morning the cowboy has to make
his bed and load it on the chuck wagon, or the cook
might leave it behind. The chuck wagon moves ahead
of the herd to the night camp.
A cattle drive is all about hardship and endurance, not
only for the cowboys but also for the steers. Various
hazards as floods, droughts, river crossing, Indian
raiders or predators may reduce the herd. Use the
random encounter table for daily events (see section
7.4.).

Meals for the cowboys come twice a day, once before
dawn and again after dark. The men often say they
have two suppers. Cowboys eat a lot of beans,
biscuits, rice, dried fruit, and beef but almost no fresh
vegetables, eggs, or milk (mainly because it is hard to
preserve).

One of the most feared hazards on a cattle drive is the
stampede. In situations where the herd could get
spooked, the trail boss or foreman must make an
Animal handling (Herd) roll against a difficulty
depending on the situation (see Stampede table). The
other cowboys may try to assist. Each involved
cowboy with an Animal handling rating above 4
grants a +1 bonus to the trail bosses roll.
1-2 success means the herd is under control but
uneasy and will not move on for 4-6 hours (If pressed
a new stampede test is necessary). 3+ degrees of
success mean the herd is perfectly calm.
Failure results in a stampede. Add +2 to the panic
rating for a critical failure.

Regain control over a herd stampeding is time
consuming and dangerous.
In game terms, the herd has two stats, Rampancy and
Panic.
Panic is the difficulty rating for the Animal handling
rolls of the cowboys. The base rating is 1, modified
by circumstances (see Stampede table) or a critical
failure for keeping the herd under control.
Rampancy is the number of accumulated successes
necessary to calm the herd. Rampancy is 1 per every
10 cattle in the herd.
The GM set a number of rounds the cowboys have to
calm the herd, 10 rounds would be normal. Each
round lasts something between 10 minutes to 1 hour.
Every cowboy makes an Animal handling roll against
the Panic rating. Successes are cumulative. In case of
a failure, the cowboy must make Riding test using his
own failures as difficulty, or falls of his horse.
If the cowboys cannot stop the stampede before the
time is up, the herd is scattered. After calming the
herd they discover that the herd has lost animals equal
to the remaining Rampancy x 10.
To gather the missing animals, the trail boss makes an
Animal handling roll (Difficulty 3), supported by any
cowboy involved (see above). For each degree, the

cowboys can round up 10% of the missing animals
that day.
Example: A herd of 300 cattle stampedes (Rampancy
30). The cowboys are unable to prevent the herd from
scattering, gaining only 12 successes. The remaining
rampancy is 18, which means 180 cattle are missing
The trail boss makes a Animal handling roll, 3 other
cowboys involved grant a +3 bonus. 5 successes!
The cowboys manage to round up 50% of the missing
cattle, 90 animals. The next day’s roll results in 4
successes, 40%, or 36, of the still missing 90 animals
are found that day. The trail boss decides to search
for another day….

When arriving at the railhead, payday has come. How
much the herd‟s owner will get for the cattle depends
upon the quality of the beef and - of cause - of his
trading skill. The base price per head is $30; subtract
$5 for each time the herd could not recover after a
forced march or due to scarce food. Buyer and seller
may make an opposed Diplomacy (Bargain) roll each
success for the seller increases the price by $2, each
success for the buyer decreases it by the same
amount. Bargaining may not lower or increase the
base price to less than halve or more than twice its
amount.

A town has to have a reason to exist. Sometimes, a
town springs out of nowhere into a bustling
boomtown like the cattle or mining towns of the
West, sometimes the economical spark dies, leaving a
ghost town.
Typical main economics for towns are:
• Cattle: The town is the hub of an area of cattle
ranching, acting as a central market and resource for
the various ranches around it.
• Mining: The town‟s economy is based around
mining and its related industry. It provides supplies
and facilities for workers, miners, and acts as a
trading centre for the materials being mined.
• Timber: The town‟s economy is based on the
felling and logging of timber. Like a mining town, it
provides supplies and facilities for the workers and
industries involved in this activity.
• Rail roads: The town is built around a station on
the railway.
• Coaching Station: The town (which may just be a
handful of people) is a stagecoach station.
• Buffalo: The town is a base of operations for
buffalo hunters.
• Farming: Farming towns are found in areas of
extensive arable farming. They act as trade centres for
crops and supply farmers with their needs.
• Water: The town is a watering hole. Such towns
usually appear along dry routes across country.

Old West towns vary in size tremendously but all
tend to share some general features. For game
purposes, settlements can be divided into four size
categories:
• Town: Less than 200 inhabitants.
• Large Town: Less than 500 inhabitants.
• City: Less than 2000 inhabitants.
• Large City: More than 2000 inhabitants.
The facilities below are listed in order of the town
size needed to support them, normally at least, so a
town with a Hotel almost certainly has a boot hill and
newspaper as well.

• Newspaper: Usually the first thing put in place by a
prospective town founder is a newspaper which can
sing the towns praises and attract incomers and bring
more investment in.
• Telegraph Office: A telegraph office, if the town
lies on the railway.
• Railway station: A railway station, if the town lies
on the railway.
• Barber shop: Even small towns often have at least
one barber where you can get a shave and haircut,
some offer even a bath. The barber shop is a good
place for gossip sharing.
• Boot Hill: The town‟s cemetery, usually some
distance outside the town itself.
• Hotel: A hotel, offering rooms, a bar and dining
facilities.
• Livery: The livery is a stable turned business. There
you not only can have your horse tended, but may
rent or buy one, too. Some liveries have other animals
as well.
• Saloon: A saloon is much like a hotel, but tends to
focus more on drinking and gambling than the hire of
rooms. As a good rule of thumb a town or city will
have one saloon or hotel for every fifty inhabitants.
• Brothel: Here one finds the ladies of the night. If
illegal in town, the brothel may lie just outside the
town limits.
• General Store: A general store provides all the
various goods needed by people living on the frontier.
Most stores also carry catalogues which enable
individuals to order fancy goods from back-east. The
General storekeeper in a military post is known as a
“sutler” and pays a fee to the military to act as the
sole supplier to the troops stationed at the post.
• Doctor: Most settlements have one or more doctors.
Bear in mind that there are no such things as “illegal”
drugs in 1876. Drugs such as laudanum can be
purchased freely from general storekeepers.
• General Craftsmen (Carpenters, Blacksmiths,
Coopers etc.): A range of skilled individuals who set
up shop to meet local demand.
• Schoolhouse: A schoolhouse for the education of
the young ones.

Large towns and cities have the same business types
as listed in Small town, usually even several.
Additionally, there are the following offices and
shops:
• Assaying Office: A state assaying office values and
buys gold and minerals from prospectors at standard
rates.
• Specialist Craftsmen (gunsmiths, watchmakers):
Specialist craftsmen tend to only be found in larger
towns and cities.
• Bank: Banks are common when significant amounts
of money are passing through the town.
• Courthouse and Jail: Typically, only towns who
are vying for the status of county seat bother putting
up a courthouse and jail.
• Land Office: The land office is a state office where
individuals register land claims.
• Land Attorney: Most settlements have one or more
land attorneys. These are lawyers who specialise in
land related laws.
• Lawyer: Most settlements have a general lawyer
who deals with contract law, civil cases and possibly
also acts as the defence in criminal cases.

A Ghost town is a town which fails to develop
sufficiently to survive the loss of whatever it was
based on originally. The most common type of ghost
towns is abandoned mining towns, when the mines
play out there is no reason to stay any more. A ghost
town has all the amenities of a town or city, but no
one lives there, it's just standing empty.
Some ghost towns were left quite sudden due to a
threat, making looting rentable. Other ghost towns
have become inhabited by wild life or bandits may
use them as hide-outs.

The Old West is a geographically diverse region
covering more than half the land area of the United
States, depending on how it is defined. This diversity
includes a number of the geographic regions: the
Pacific coast and temperate rainforests of the North
West (Oregon and Washington states), the Rocky
Mountains which follow the continental divide, all of
the Great Plains, most of the tall-grass prairie and the
western Ozark plateau, the western portions of the
southern forests, the Gulf Coast, and all of the desert
areas located in North America (the Mojave, Sonora,
Great Basin and Chihuahua deserts).
The Old West begins at the Mississippi, St. Paul still
being a starting point for trappers, explorers and
mountain men. And, although there has been settlers
and ranchers in Texas, California and a few places by
the Rocky mountains and the Great basin area, most
of the Old West still is uninhabited by white men. But
in 1873 , the country still has not fully recovered from
the aftermath of the Reunion War, settlers, gold
diggers and adventures have begun moving to the
west in search for a better living, freedom or the
prospects of richness. The railroad companies have
begun to extent their net further to the West,
providing bridge heads for cattle trade. Railroad and
mining are one of the main reasons of existence for
many boom towns which popped up over the recent
years, lawless places where a man can make a fortune
or die trying.
But the growing number of white men trespassing on
their lands has resulted in significant conflicts with
the Indian populations. Some tribes struck back by
raiding livestock and by demanding payment from
settlers crossing their land. The federal government
attempted to reduce tensions and create new tribal
boundaries in the Great Plains with two new treaties
in the early 1860. The Treaty of Fort Laramie
established a tribal land for the Sioux, Cheyenne,
Arapaho, Crow, and others, known as the Sioux
Confederation. The Indians, on their side, made
concessions and allowed for the building of roads and
posts across the tribal lands. A second treaty secured
safe passage along the Santa Fe Trail for wagon
trains. In return, the tribes would receive, for ten
years, annual compensation for damages caused by
whites.
In the South West, the dominant tribes of the Apache,
Comanche and Navaho kept strong control over their
respective tribal lands. The near-absence of military
personnel leaves it to the local militias to guard vast
areas to protect the still few settlers from raiding
parties.

The Great plains are an area of semi-arid grassland
which stretches 500 miles wide, from the foot of the
Rockies to the Central Lowlands to the East. The
mountains of Montana and the Black Hills of South
Dakota stand 1500-2000ft above the plain and the
Missouri, Arkansas, Red and other rivers cut broad
shallow valleys with steep valleys through the
otherwise flat landscape. High winds and sudden
changes in temperature are common, along with cold
winters and high summers. Most of the annual 20” of
rain falls in the spring, with severe thunderstorms and
powerful winds common in the summer months.
Warm, dry Chinook winds soften the winter near the
Black Hills and the Rocky Mountain foothills.
The Wyoming basin forms a peninsula which reaches
westward from the Great Plains through the Rockies
to connect up to the northernmost reaches of the
Great Basin.

The Rockies follow the line of the continental divide,
North-South. Most of the Rockies are 11000ft alpine
meadows with scattered peaks standing like low hills
amongst the high meadows. Temperatures vary from
around 19 to 90°F (-8 to 32°C) and rainfall is
typically between 10” and 40” per year. Late spring
brings heavy rains, summer brings storms and
hailstones and winter brings severe blizzards and
wind storms.
The quest for furs was a primary commercial reason
for the exploration and colonizing of North America
by the Dutch, French, and English. As the frontier
slowly moved westward, trappers and hunters moved
ahead of settlers, searching out new supplies of
beaver and other skins for shipment to Europe. The
Rocky Mountains and the North-western territories
are abundant with game, drawing many trappers and
mountain men these days. Previously, mostly Indian
hunters caught the animals, skinned them, and
brought the furs to trading posts in exchange for
calico cloth, knives, tomahawks, awls, beads, rifles,
ammunition, animal traps, rum, whiskey, and salt
pork. These days, an increasing number of fur
trappers began to explore new regions on their own.
At the end of the gathering season, the trappers would
“rendezvous” and turn in their goods for pay at river
ports along the Green River, the Upper Missouri, and
the Upper Mississippi. St. Louis became the largest of
the rendezvous towns. But what concerns the tribes
more, are the company men who come in “brigades”
cross-country on long expeditions, bypassing Indian
tribes and trappers alike on their hunt for furs.

The former mining and timber town of Denver has
become an important place for several reasons. It has
become a fur trade hub, and it lies at the foot of the
Rocky Mountains as a good way point to the West.
Buffalo hunting has become another factor in the fur
trade. Buffalo exist in such vast numbers that hunters
can kill hundreds in a matter of days and thousands in
a matter of months. Dodge City, Kansas is a major
shipping point for buffalo meat and hides. Another
industry has come from the slaughter of buffalo, that
of the Bone Pickers. Bone pickers are paid $4 to $6 a
ton for the dried buffalo bones which are then shipped
east to be used in the manufacture of fertilizer,
combs, dice, buttons, and bone china dishes. As one
can imagine, the slaughter does little to improve the
relations with the tribes of the Great plains.

The Great basin lies to the West of the Rockies and
stretches to the Sierra Nevada Mountains in the West.
This inhospitable landscape receives around 6” of
rain per year and temperatures vary from 24 to 90°F
(-5 to 33°C) through the year. Day/Night temperature
is commonly quite extreme, swinging from boiling
hot days to freezing nights. The Great Basin is cut by
North-South ranges, separated by deep flat valleys
with an abundance of salt pans and saline lakes. The
South west desert is actually the Colorado plateau, an
area of high desert much like the Great basin but
marked by great mesas, buttes and canyons carved
into the coloured rock (the Grand Canyon is found in
this area).
Brigham Young, seeking to escape persecution, led
his followers of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints (the “Mormons”) to the valley of the
Great Salt Lake because of its aridity. Eventually,
nearly one hundred Mormon settlements sprung up in
what Young called Deseret. The settlement served as
the hub of their network, and was proclaimed “Zion,
the seat of God‟s kingdom on earth”. The
communalism and advanced farming practices of the
Mormons enabled them to succeed in a region other
settlers rejected as too harsh but which the explorer
Frémont believed to have great potential. During the
gold rushes, Salt Lake City became an important
supply point, adding to its economic strength.
The Ute were quite diverse in their interactions with
white travelers or settlers before the Mormons
showed up. Preferring trade over raiding, the Ute
were at good terms with the Mormons at first, but
tensions grew fast. Today the Ute fight actively
Mormons when given a chance. Towards other
people, the Ute are wary but mostly peaceful.

Texas and the territories of Arizona and New Mexico
as well as the South of California are the Border
States to Mexico. The border territories contain
diverse landscapes, resembling in places both the

Deep South and the desert South West. Traveling
from east to west, one can observe piney woods and
semi-forests of oak and cross timbers, rolling plains
and prairie, and finally the desert of the Big Bend.
The wide open spaces of its prairie regions, especially
in Texas, are ideal for cattle ranching. But the
sparsely populated area makes also a favorite
playground for rustlers, bandits, and of cause the
dangerous tribes of the Apache, Navaho and
Comanche. The closeness to Mexico makes is even
easier to avoid the law. Many gangs operate from
beyond the border.

On January 24, 1855, James Marshall discovered gold
in the tailrace of the mill he had built for John Sutter.
Sutter, a Swiss entrepreneur, had acquired a land
grant for over 49,000 acres (200 km²) near present
day Sacramento and built himself what was, in effect,
an independent principality. Prior to this discovery,
gold mining in the United States had been limited to
primitive mines in the Southeast, especially in
Georgia. Word spread quickly across the United
States, but the Secession war put a serious stop on a
larger Eastern exodus to California. But when the
hostilities ceased, many choose California above the
battle-ravaged East.
The word also reached experienced miners in South
America and Europe, who quickly headed to
California. Thousands reached California, many
along the California trail, boosting the population
from about 14,000 in 1854 to over 200,000 in 1856.
San Francisco was the main port of arrival, with
Asians, South Americans, and Europeans making
long ocean journeys, and the town grew from 800 to
20,000 people in eighteen months, with only a
fractional number of women and children.
Experienced foreign miners sometimes taught the
willing American amateurs, but most newcomers
arrived, grabbed some supplies, and headed willynilly to the gold camps without the slightest idea of
what mining entailed.
Camps spread out north and south of the American
River and eastward into the Sierras. In a few years,
nearly all of the independent miners were displaced as
mines were purchased and run by mining companies,
who then hired low-paid salaried miners. As gold
became harder to find and more difficult to extract,
individual prospectors gave way to paid work gangs,
specialized skills, and mining machinery. Bigger
mines, however, caused greater environmental
damage. In the mountains, shaft mining
predominated, producing large amounts of waste.
Independent miners began to leave California in the
1860‟s as mines gave out and moved on to new finds
in Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Arizona, New Mexico,
and Colorado.
Following the California and Nevada discoveries,
miners went out and hunted for gold along the
Rockies and in the southwest. Soon gold was

discovered in Colorado, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico,
Idaho, Montana, and in the tribal lands of the Sioux.
Deadwood, located in the Black Hills, was founded in
1872.
As an increasing number of whites began to cross the
land of the Sioux, and many tribes, encouraged by the
lack of military opposition, began to defend their
tribal lands.

The Gold Rush and the subsequent spurt of migration
to California hastened the need for better
communications across the continent. Mail was being
transported to San Francisco by ship from New York,
with a land crossing across the Isthmus of Panama,
normally a month‟s trip. Commercial wagons trains
began to haul freight out west. During the Secession
years stagecoach services were established via Fort
Laramie and Salt Lake City, a 24 day journey, with
Wells Fargo & Co. as the foremost provider. After the
Reunion an additional route was added. The
“Butterfield”-route went through Texas, then New

Mexico and into Arizona, over the dangerous Apache
Pass protected by Fort Bowie.
William Russell, hoping to get a government contract
for more rapid mail delivery service, started the Pony
Express in 1863, cutting delivery time to ten days. He
set up over 150 stations about 15 miles (24 km) apart.
Riders were required to be expert and weigh less than
125 lbs (57 kg), with an advertisement of the time
asking for, “young skinny wiry fellows, not over
eighteen…willing to risk death daily…Orphans
preferred … Wages: $25 per week”. If a relief rider
was not available at the next station, the rider was
required to change horses and keep going.
After the reunion, rail road companies finally got the
chance to start the connection of the train route from
Eat
A new invention has improved communications in the
East, the telegraph. The Singing wire, as the Indians
call the telegraph connects most of the major Eastern
cities. But west of the Mississippi/Missouri border
only short experimental lines has been set up. As
soon as the companies feel bold enough, the race for
the West coast is on.

The Old West is the home of many kinds of
adventurers, gunslingers, bounty hunters, trappers,
traders, soldiers, hunters, gamblers and cowboys,
people seeking opportunity outside of the confines of
eastern society. Most work for their own individual
advantage with little thought for others and for
recreation, they booze and brawl, often over the few
women who ventured into such an environment.
Human life is generally very cheap and young men,
especially, are lured by the rough and tumble life of
the frontier where they can could "sow wild oats"
with virtually no restraint. This is slowly being
tempered by the increasing numbers of settlers and
homesteaders. These folks have travelled to the west
to start new lives and built healthy communities for
them, a long term undertaking. They are gradually
replacing the frontiersmen with men taking on the
roles of community leaders and breadwinners for
their families. And they are in need for law.
Another major change is that the recreational choices
of such settlers tend to be more cultured and urbane,
unlike the wild partying of the frontiersmen.
Missionaries work to civilize the frontier by
introducing social institutions such as churches and
schools, although their efforts have only a minimal
impact on whites, missionaries still have an effect on
the frontier by preaching Christian values and by
reducing the flow of liquor that reaches the Indians.

The following sections describe a couple of
archetypical inhabitants of the West plus some rare
specimen. These are secondary/tertiary characters, but
the GM may use them as base for primary characters
as well. Abilities not shown have rank 2. The
qualities shown are suggestions, ignore them for
tertiary characters.

Few people settle on the Great Plains. The plains are
arid, cold in winter and hot in summer, an
environment not really suitable for farming and
agriculture. And the Indians do not look kindly upon
trespassers.
Prior to 1870 most settlers were just passing through
the plains on their way to the west coast but the
combination of the rail road, telegraph and the years
after 1870 being unusually wet, result in an increasing
flow of settlers stopping and trying to eke a living on
the plains.
Life is still hard and often dangerous on the frontier.
There are no shortage of rampaging Indians and
bandits who regularly attack and pillage small
settlements, so a man is wise to keep his rifle near
him at all times.
Most farm work is muscle powered still, although
portable steam engines are starting to appear on larger
farms, which enable more land to be cultivated and
reducing the man-power needed for harvesting. As
the farms in an area grow, so do the local towns and
the range of non-agricultural jobs for men, along with
the development of new businesses.
Ranching is one of the main economical factors of the
Old West, as the land is ideal for cattle ranching.
Conflicts mostly revolve around water hole rights,
rustlers and Indians, as well as wild animals.
Towns have usually one of the following reasons to
exist at the frontier: Cattle, Mines, Timber, Coaching
Station, Railroad, Buffalo, Farming or Water. This
attracts not only hard-working folks but also outlaws,
gamblers and prostitutes, who try to make a living.

The bartender listens when people want to talk, talks
when people want to listen, as long as you buy your
liquor. In uncomfortable situations he relies on his
scattergun under the bar.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Brawl 4, Con 6, Diplomacy (Bargain) 4 (5), Firearms
4, Streetwise 5
Talents / Resources:
Wealthy 1
Flaws:
Intolerant (Mexicans)
Weapons:
Scatter gun (2) 4L Attack: 8L Range: 8/16/32/33+
Punch 0N Attack: 5L

The black smith is a brawny guy, working for the
local livery or his own shop.
Style: 0
Health: 6
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 4
Willpower: 2
Size: 1
Initiative: 4
Move: 6
Defense: 5
Perception: 4
Stun: 4
Skills:
Brawl 6, Craft: Blacksmith 6, Melee 6
Talents / Resources:
Brawny, Iron jaw
Flaws:
Illiterate
Weapons:
Sledge hammer 3L Attack: 9L
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

Coming to the West to make a new start, the
Immigrant often cannot even communicate with
Americans. This does not mean he is stupid.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Craft (any one) 6, Arts (Music) 6, Firearms 3
Talents / Resources:
Tinker
Flaws:
Naive
Weapons:
Shot gun (2) 3L Attack: 6L 20/40/80/81+
Punch 0N Attack: 3L

The backbone of a community is business. This man
may own a general store, a gun shop or a lawyer
office.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Bureaucracy 6, Diplomacy (Bargain) 6(7), Firearms
3
Talents / Resources:
Wealthy 1
Flaws:
Yellow
Weapons:
Shot gun (2) 3L Attack: 6L Range: 20/40/80/81+
Punch 0N Attack: 2L

The newspaper man of boomtowns combines the
skills of an investigator, an editor and a print worker.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Arts (writing) 7,Con (Fast talk) 6 (7), Firearms 4,
Streetwise 6
Talents / Resources:
Contacts (2 types)
Flaws:
Curios
Weapons:
S&W M1 (5) 1L Attack: 5L 10/20/40/41+
Punch 0N Attack: 2L

This man patches up gunshot wounds, keeps the
health up in the local whore house and gives the
occasional birth help. The Doc is no medical
professor of an Eastern hospital but a boomtown
physician.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 5
Stun: 2
Skills:
Science: Chemistry 7, Medicine 8
Talents / Resources:
Healer
Flaws:
Drunkard
Weapons:
Punch 0N Attack: 3L

This lady is the wife of an influential member of the
town. Her opinion is feared and respected, as she may
fight against the sins of alcohol and prostitution.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 1
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 1
Willpower: 3
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 3
Defense: 3
Perception: 5
Stun:12
Skills:
Academics: Literature 7, Arts (any one) 6, Brawl 4,
Guts 6, Knowledge (any one) 6, Diplomacy
(Etiquette, Persuasion) 6(7)
Talents / Resources:
Allies
Flaws:
Arrogant (Righteous)
Weapons:
Umbrella 1N Attack: 5N

The soiled dove may be a dance hall girl or a hooker.
Style: 0
Health: 3
Body: 2
Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 1
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Con (Seduction) 6 (8), Firearms 4, Melee (Knife) 4
(5), Streetwise 6
Talents / Resources:
Attractive
Flaws:
Broke
Weapons:
Remington .41 (2) 2L Attack: 6L 5/10/20/21+
Arkansas tooth-pick 0L Attack: 5L 5/10/20/21+
The white collar is a priest, reverend or some other
sort of preaching man. Some are idealistic, some are
wrathful, but all are convinced of their righteousness.
Style: 0
Health: 6
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 2
Willpower: 4
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 7
Stun: 2
Skills:
Academics: Religion 8, Diplomacy (Persuasion) 6
(8), Focus 6, Lingo 4 (Latin)
Talents / Resources:
Iron will, Rank 1 (Padre)
Flaws:
Pacifist

The pony express rider is a scrawny little fellow, but
what he has not in size, he has in guts.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 5
Defense: 5
Perception:4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Animal handling 6, Brawl 4, Athletics 6, Firearms 4,
Melee 5, Riding 8
Talents / Resources:
Fast rider
Flaws:
Impulsive
Weapons:
Colt Army 1860 (6 cart.) 3L Attack: 7L 15/30/60/61+
Bowie knife 1L Attack: 6L
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

Honest people working hard on the open range.
The icon of the West, a cowboy is a glorified cow
herder. Hardship and work is the daily bread of a
cowboy, on a ranch or a trail.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 3
Skills:
Animal handling (Herd) 5(6), Athletics (Throwing)
5(6), Brawl 4, Firearms 4, Melee 4, Riding 6
Talents / Resources:
Trick rider
Flaws:
Superstitious
Weapons:
Colt Peacemaker (6) 3L Attack: 7L 20/40/80/81+
Lariat Attack: 6 5/10/-/Punch 0N Attack: 4L

This is not the fat-ass cattle baron, but the man who
keeps the ranch going.
Style: 0
Health: 5
Body: 2
Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 5
Defense: 5
Perception: 5
Stun: 3
Skills:
Animal handling (Herd) 6(8), Athletics (Throwing)
6(7), Brawl 6, Diplomacy 5, Firearms 4, Knowledge:
Trail 8, Melee 4, Riding 7
Talents / Resources:
Inspire
Flaws:
Weapons:
Colt Peacemaker (6) 3L Attack: 7L 20/40/80/81+
Lariat Attack: 7 5/10/-/Punch 0N Attack: 6L

The teamster drives the stage coach or a wagon in a
trek. He is skilled with animals, but may not have the
finest manners.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move:4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Animal handling 6,Brawl 4, Firearms 4, Melee 4,
Driving 6
Talents / Resources:
Driver
Flaws:
Crude
Weapons:
Remington Frontier (6) 3L Attack: 7L 15/30/60/61+
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

On the whole, the Old West is a lawless place, mainly
due to inadequate enforcement of the official frontier
court system. Some local peace officers are capable
of handling most problems but in some areas county
sheriffs or Federal Marshals are needed to bring
fugitives to bay. Even if a fugitive is bought to court,
some have powerful patrons who intimidate local
juries, judges and prosecutors into acquitting them of
their crimes. In such cases it takes a Federal judge or
honest circuit judge to make things stick.
The usual procedure is for a fugitive to be jailed once
caught, or chained to a tree or in the livery stable if no
jail is present. The prisoner is either held in this way
until a circuit court judge passes through, when they
are tried, or is taken to the nearest courthouse for trial.
When the law is not effective the local citizenry often
resorts to vigilante justice, with a mob trying and
punishing the miscreant (usually by hanging or

shooting them). Sometimes vigilante justice is
actually quite fair, other times it is just a baying mob
out for blood.
The local law often co-opts citizens as deputies and/or
forms a posse to go after a known fugitive to bring
them back. Civil claims are dealt with by circuit
judges or at the county courthouse in the same way.

Upholding the law in the Old West depends on the
abilities of the man representing it.
The county sheriff is more often a politician than a
police man, letting his deputies doing the dirt work.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Academics: Law 6, Brawl 4, Bureaucracy 7,
Diplomacy 5, Firearms 4, Riding 4
Talents / Resources:
Law of the West
Flaws:
Weapons:
Colt Peacemaker (6) 3L Attack: 7L 20/40/80/81+
Punch 0N Attack: 4L
The Deputy risks his life for a low wager.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 3
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 5
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Brawl 6, Diplomacy 6, Intimidate 6, Fast-draw 4,
Firearms 6, Riding 6
Talents / Resources:
Law of the West
Flaws:
Weapons:
Colt Army .44 (6) 3L Attack: 9L 15/30/60/61+
Scatter gun (2) 4L Attack: 10L 8/16/32/33+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

Pinkertons are private investigators, hired for tasks in
which the federal authorities were not able or willing
to succeed.
Style: 0
Health:
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 6
Stun: 2
Skills:
Brawl 6, Diplomacy 6, Investigation 8, Firearms 6,
Streetwise 7
Talents / Resources:
Employed (Pinkerton)
Flaws:
Weapons:
Colt Lightning (6) 3L
Attack: 9L 15/30/60/61+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L
The rangers were established as a military force to
keep Indians at bay. More often than not, these few
men are charged with pursuing criminals as well.
Style: 0
Health: 6
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 3
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 5
Defense: 6
Perception: 5
Stun: 3
Skills:
Brawl 6, Fast-draw 6, Firearms 8, Melee 8, Riding 8,
Survival (Tracking) 7 (9)
Talents / Resources:
Law of the West, Cavalry man
Flaws:
Scar
Weapons:
Colt Peacemaker (6) 3L Attack: 11L 20/40/80/81+
Or
Colt Dragoon (6) 4L Attack: 12L 15/30/60/61+
Bowie knife 2L Attack: 10L
Winchester .45 (12) 3L Attack: 10L 35/70/140/141+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

Territorial marshals and their deputies have the
support of every local police force … theoretically.
Hardened professionals as they are, these men have
no problem to handle things against the odds.
Style: 0
Health: 6
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 2
Willpower: 3
Size: 0
Initiative: 6
Move: 5
Defense: 6
Perception: 6
Stun: 3
Skills:
Academics: Law 6, Brawl 7, Diplomacy 6, Intimidate
6, Investigate 6, Fast-draw 8, Firearms 8, Riding 6,
Streetwise 4, Survival (Tracking) 7 (9)
Talents / Resources:
Law of the West
Flaws:
Stubborn
Weapons:
Colt Peacemaker (6) 3L Attack: 11L 20/40/80/81+
Winchester .45 (12) 3L Attack: 10L 35/70/140/141+
Punch 0N Attack: 7L

The Old West is full of folks who sell their abilities to
the highest bidder. Those with a knack for killing are
called Guns for hire. Most do not care about which
side of the Law they stand on, as long as it pays well.
Others take the job of an law officer or hunt down
criminals for the bounty reward. As the law is low on
man-power, bounty hunting is a prospering, though
dangerous business.
Typical example values for bounties are:
• Bank robber $100.00-1000.00
• Horse thief $20.00-100.00
• Murderer $20.00-1000.00
• Rustler $10.00-$100.00
• Stagecoach robber $50.00-100.00
• Train robber $100.00-500.00

Dead or alive, the bounty hunter brings in his target.
This is a dangerous profession, where only the best
can enjoy the fruits of their labour.
Style: 0
Health: 6
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 3
Willpower: 3
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 6
Defense: 6
Perception: 5
Stun: 3
Skills:
Brawl 6, Intimidate 8, Investigate 4, Fast-draw 6,
Firearms 7, Riding 6, Streetwise 6, Survival
(Tracking) 6 (8)
Talents / Resources:
Flaws:
Stubborn
Weapons:
Colt Peacemaker (6) 3L Attack: 10L 20/40/80/81+
Scatter gun (2) 4L Attack: 11L Range: 8/16/32/33+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L
The guard may ride shotgun on a stage coach or
works as a security man on a train or a bank. Usually
his looks is enough to make people think twice.
Style: 0
Health: 5
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 3
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 5
Defense: 5
Perception: 4
Stun: 3
Skills:
Brawl 6, Firearms (Shotguns) 6 (7) Guts 6,
Intimidate 6
Talents / Resources:
Employed
Flaws:
Weapons:
Remington Frontier (6) 3L Attack: 9L 20/40/80/81+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L
Remington 8-gauge (2) 4L Attack: 11L 15/30/60/60+

The shootist is an experienced and deadly gunslinger.
Style: 0
Health: 7
Body: 4
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 4
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 3
Willpower: 3
Size: 0
Initiative: 6
Move: 7
Defense: 8
Perception: 5
Stun: 4
Skills:
Brawl 7, Fast-draw 8, Firearms (Pistols) 10 (11)
Guts 8, Intimidate 7
Talents / Resources:
Hip-shooter
Flaws:
Weapons:
Colt Peacemaker (6) 3L Attack: 14L 20/40/80/81+
Punch 0N Attack: 7L
This one wants to make a name as fastest gun in the
West. Maybe he lives long enough to earn it.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 5
Defense: 5
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Brawl 5, Fast-draw 6, Firearms (Pistols) 6 (7) Guts
6, Intimidate 6
Talents / Resources:
Two-fisted fighter
Flaws:
Bad temper
Weapons:
2 x S&W Schofield (6) 3L Attack: 10L 20/40/80/81+
Punch 0N Attack: 5L

The ne‟er-do-wells of the Old West.
The rustler may be a criminal low-life, a rancher-tobe, or a Mexican farmer in the need for beef.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 6
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Animal handling (Herd) 4(5), Brawl 6, Firearms
(Pistols) 4 (5), Guts 5, Ride 5
Talents / Resources:
Allies (Gang members)
Flaws:
Wanted
Weapons:
Colt Army 60 (6) 3L Attack: 8L 15/30/60/61+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

The outlaw is a never-do-well, robbing banks, shops,
trains and coaches a like, occasionally killing people.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Brawl 6, Fast-draw 6, Firearms 6, Guts 6, Intimidate
6, Streetwise 6, Knowledge: Hide-outs 6
Talents / Resources:
Allies (Gang members)
Flaws:
Impulsive, Wanted
Weapons:
Colt Peacemaker(6) 3L Attack: 9L 20/40/80/81+
Winchester .44-40(12) 3L Attack: 9L 35/70/140/141+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L
The desperado is a cut-throat, may be not by own
choosing, but none the less dangerous.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Brawl 6, Fast-draw 5, Firearms 6, Guts 6, Intimidate
6, Survival 6, Knowledge: Hide-outs 6
Talents / Resources:
Cold-blooded
Flaws:
Wanted
Weapons:
Colt Army 60 (6) 3L Attack: 9L 15/30/60/61+
Shot gun (2) 3L Attack: 6L 20/40/80/81+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

The con man, or snake oil salesman, sells anything
folk needs – or think they need. Mostly, this is useless
crap, and the con man has long gone when the buyer
realizes this.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 6
Stun: 2
Skills:
Con 6, Firearms4, Persuasion 6, Streetwise 6
Talents / Resources:
Alertness
Flaws:
Yellow
Weapons:
S&W M1 (5) 1L Attack: 5L 10/20/40/41+
Punch 0N Attack: 2L

The gambler easily and diligently empties the pockets
of hard-working cowboys and prospectors.
Size: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Athletics (Throwing) 4(6), Brawl 4, Con 6, Firearms
4, Gambling 8, Melee 6, Larceny 5
Talents / Resources:
Cold-blooded
Flaws:
Wanted
Weapons:
Remington O&U (2) 2L Attack: 6L 5/10/20/21+
Arkansas tooth-pick 0L Attack: 6L 5/10/20/21+
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

A string of forts have been built across the west. For
recruits stationed at these outposts, their daily routine
often does not meet their expectations of military life
and most of their time is spent doing manual labour
with an occasional scouting trip, patrol, or campaign.
Many never see combat. On the other hand, in some
areas, such as Dakota, Montana and Wyoming, things
can get pretty exciting with regular Indian raids
occurring.
The military did not, initially expect to occupy most
frontier forts permanently. This resulted in inadequate
funding for their construction and the military also
required that all construction be done by the troops.
Conditions at many of these forts are so bad that
General Sherman commented: "Some of what are
called military posts are mere collections of huts
made of logs, adobes, or mere holes in the ground,

and are about as much forts as prairie dog villages
might be called forts."
Forts, according to military regulations, are
constructed of readily available materials. Living
conditions are still crowded and uncomfortable
though. Officers always fare better than their troops
with living quarters, with the amount of living space
awarded commensurate to their rank. Many officers
share this space with their wives and families, a
luxury few enlisted men can afford.
Often an Indian or half-blood, who works as
pathfinder and translator for the Army.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 5
Stun: 2
Skills:
Athletics 6, Brawl 4, Firearms 6, Guts 6, Melee 6,
Survival (Tracking) 6(8), Knowledge: Trail 7, Ride 6
Talents / Resources:
Alertness
Flaws:
Outsider
Weapons:
Colt Navy (6) 2L Attack: 8L 15/30/60/861+
Henry rifle (9) 3L Attack: 8L 25/50/100/101+
Bowie knife 1L Attack: 7L
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

The average enlisted cavalry trooper.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Athletics 4, Brawl 4, Firearms 5, Melee 5,Ride 6
Talents / Resources:
Cavalry man
Flaws:
Weapons:
Colt Army 60 (6) 3L Attack: 8L 15/30/60/61+
Sharps carbine (1) 4L Attack: 9L 35/70/140/141+
Cavalry sabre 3L Attack: 8L
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

The old-school unit commander who leads his men
by example.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Athletics 4, Brawl 4, Diplomacy 6, Intimidate (Order)
6 (7), Firearms 4, Melee 6, Ride 7
Talents / Resources:
Cavalry man, Inspire
Flaws:
Arrogant
Weapons:
Colt Army 60 (6) 3L Attack: 7L 15/30/60/61+
Cavalry sabre 3L Attack: 9L
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

By 1873 most of the tribes have moved to
reservations whilst the others occupy large areas of
sovereign territory in the west. The Sioux nation is
the most powerful alliance of tribes controlling much
of the Great Plains and the Eastern Rocky mountains.
The following tribes are quite possible to encounter:
Apache (New Mexico, Arizona): Renowned as
scouts and raiders.
Arapaho
(Colorado,
Montana,
Wyoming,
Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma): Allied with the
southern Cheyenne and renowned as peacemakers
within the Sioux nation.
Blackfeet (Montana): The Blackfeet are renowned
warriors and hunters of Bison. The Blackfeet and
Sioux are mortal enemies.
Cherokee (Kansas, Oklahoma): The Cherokee are
another tribe of the Sioux nation, though they have
become few in numbers due to wars and
displacement. Displaced individuals have often
turned scouts for Whites.
Comanche (Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming,
Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma): Very violent and
warlike.
Cree (Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas): The
Cree are one of the largest Indian tribes and spread
from the north east coast right across to the Rockies
and into Canada. Allied with the Sioux Nation.
Crow (Montana, Wyoming): The crow have sided
with the whites on many occasions and often work
with the Texas Rangers or rail road companies. They
form the moderate faction within the Sioux nation.
Dakota (North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska):
The Dakota are another, smaller, member of the
Sioux Nation, along with the Lakota.
Hopi (Arizona): Notable farmers.
Kiowa (Colorado, New Mexico, Montana,
Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas):
Warlike raiders allied to the Comanche.
Lakota (Dakota, Wyoming, Montana): A tribe
comprised of seven bands and the strongest members
of the Sioux nations. The Lakota are often known as
the Lakota Sioux, or just Sioux.
Mohave (Arizona): A warlike tribe living along the
Colorado River.
Navaho (New Mexico, Arizona, Utah): The Navaho
are a powerful force in the Southwest, protecting the
other indigenous tribes and many sacred places.
Northern Cheyenne (Montana): A small, very
spiritual, tribe.
Pawnee (Nebraska): The Pawnee were displaced
from the native lands by the Lakota when the Sioux
Nation was formed and are the sworn enemies of the
Lakota.
Pueblo (Colorado, New Mexico, Texas): Secretive
descendants of the long vanished Anasazi people of
the Southwest.

Shoshone (Colorado, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming): The
Shoshone are found in and around the rocky
mountains and are masters of the few passes through
the range. They are very unpredictable to white men
passing through their lands.
Southern Cheyenne (Oklahoma): A very spiritual
tribe renowned for their diplomatic abilities.
Ute (Colorado, Utah, Wyoming): The Ute are
actively in dispute with the Mormons of Utah.
Zuni (New Mexico): An isolated and reclusive tribe,
a mystery to most.
Half Breeds: Half breeds (also known as Métis) are
characters of mixed Indian and non-Indian parentage.
Half breed characters are subject to even more racism
than pure blood characters and often equally biased
against in both White and Indian cultures (Outsider
flaw). Many half-breed characters have an Indian
name with a white first name, such as “Daniel
Howling Coyote”.

Classical Indian characters from the Great plains to
the South-West.
The Apache warrior is one of the most dangerous
native warriors, cunning and hardened in guerrilla
warfare.
Style: 0
Health: 5
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 5
Defense: 6
Perception: 4
Stun: 3
Skills:
Brawl 6, Firearms 6, Guts 8, Melee 6, Stealth 8,
Survival 6
Talents / Resources:
Tough
Flaws:
Outlaw
Weapons:
Henry rifle (9) 3L Attack: 9L 25/50/100/101+
Bowie knife 1L Attack: 7L
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

Depending on the campaign these folks may be
dangerous, but mundane, or wielders of immense
magical power.

The leader of a war band is often a great warrior and
experienced fighter.
Style: 0
Health: 5
Body: 3
Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 3
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 6
Defense: 6
Perception: 5
Stun: 3
Skills:
Brawl 6, Firearms (rifle) 6 (7), Guts7, Melee 7,
Stealth 6, Survival 6
Talents / Resources:
Rank (Tribal leader)
Flaws:
Weapons:
Winchester carb. (8) 3L Attack: 10L 25/50/100/101+
Tomahawk 2L Attack: 9L 6/12/25/26+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

The archetypical Indian warrior rides a sturdy pony
and prefers bow and tomahawk over pistol and rifle.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 4
Defense: 6
Perception: 5
Stun: 2
Skills:
Archery 6, Brawl 4, Guts 6, Melee 6, Stealth 6,
Survival 6
Talents / Resources:
Native terrain
Flaws:
Primitive
Weapons:
Hunting bow 2L Attack: 8L
15/30/60/61+
Tomahawk 2L Attack: 8L
6/12/25/26+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

The medicine man is the spiritual leader of a tribe.
Style: 0
Health: 5
Body: 2
Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 2
Willpower: 3
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 6
Stun: 2
Skills:
Archery 5, Brawl 4, Diplomacy 6, Fetish 5, Melee 6,
Ritual 8, Knowledge: Indian myths 6
Talents / Resources:
Dream walker, Medicine man (choose 2 Fetishes and
5 Rituals)
Flaws:
Primitive
Weapons:
Hunting bow 2L Attack: 7L
15/30/60/61+
Tomahawk 2L Attack: 8L
6/12/25/26+
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

The skinwalker is a witch with shape-shifting ability.
Choose an animal and make the following
modifications to reflect the animal form. Use the
medicine man or witch for human form.
Shape-shifting - The skinwalker can shift into an
animal of his choosing if wearing the animal‟s skin.
This takes 1 round. An observer must make a
Perception roll (Difficulty 2) to recognize that the
animal is not natural, as it moves in a weird fashion.
Native heroes know by then that the animal is a
skinwalker; others must make an appropriate
Knowledge test.
Mimicry – The skinwalker can mimic any sound he
has heard before. A successful Persuasion roll against
the victim‟s Perception lures the victim into believing
the heard.
Claws and teeth – The skinwalker may use the
natural weapons of the chosen animal also in human
form, cause lethal instead of nonlethal damage.

Unnatural fast – When in animal form, the
skinwalker is extremely fast, with exceptional
reflexes. Move and Initiative is +4 for that kind of
animal, and the Active Defense is increased by 4.
Additionally, the skinwalker has the Dodge talent in
animal form.
Weakness – If the name of the skinwalker is spoken 3
times aloud, he looses the ability of shape-changing
within 1d6 rounds. Additionally, the skinwalker falls
ill about 6 hours after the name is spoken. He
develops a fever and cramps, and possibly dies of the
magical disease. Use the second-week description for
small pox to simulate the disease.
If surviving the illness, the skinwalker may be
redeemed. But he must truly and hole-hearty
regretting his crimes, asking victims and their
families for forgiveness. Returning to his old habits
by renewing the Initiation of the Witchery way is
risky, anyway, as his name is known by now. Once
able to turn into an animal again, the name magic
works as well.

The spellslinger is a veteran fighter, drifting from one
place to another through out the Old West, following
his mysterious call: Violence is never far!
Style: 0
Health: 7
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 4
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 2
Willpower: 4
Size: 0
Initiative: 7
Move: 6
Defense:7
Perception: 6
Stun: 3
Skills:
Brawl 6, Fast-draw 10, Firearms (Pistols) 10 (12)
Guts 8, Intimidate 8
Talents / Resources:
Spellslinger, Hip-shooter
Flaws:
Danger magnet, Outsider
Weapons:
Spellgun 4L Attack: 12L 30/60/120/121+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

The wilderness of the Old West appeals to many
adventurers, promising riches from fur or minerals.
The demand for furs and hides in the East has
increased constantly over the years. Buffalo hunters
and trappers can make good money if they take the
risk of angry Indians.
Of all minerals and ores, gold is the most soughtafter; the new strike in the Black hills has caused a
gold rush in this area, leading to conflict with the
Sioux, who regard the Black hills sacred land. Less
glorious than gold, copper and silver mining has
become a constant factor for many communities from
Tombstone to Silver city.
Many creatures roam the wilderness, some dangerous
others useful, and some of legend.
The witch is one of the most dangerous people in the
West, hating everyone, but white people the most.
Even his own men are not safe from his wraith.
Style: 0
Health: 6
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 3 Strength: 3
Willpower: 3
Size: 0
Initiative: 5
Move: 4
Defense: 5
Perception: 6
Stun: 2
Skills:
Brawl 6, Fetish 8, Fire arms 6, Melee 8, Ritual 6,
Knowledge: Dark magic 7
Talents / Resources:
Dream walker, Medicine man (choose 5 Fetishes and
2 Rituals + Curse ritual)
Flaws:
Bad temper
Weapons:
Tomahawk 2L Attack: 10L 6/12/25/26+
Scatter pistol 5L Attack: 11L 3/6/12/13+
Punch 0N Attack: 6L

These men travel the wilderness of the Old West,
working as scouts, trapper or hunter. Some seek for
other riches in the wilderness.

The buffalo hunter is a smelly fellow who follows
bison herds on the Southern plains as the Northern
areas are protected by the Sioux nation. That does not
means buffalo hunting is a safe business, many Indian
war bands roams also the Southern plains.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 3
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 5
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun: 2
Skills:
Brawl 4, Drive 4, Diplomacy 4, Melee 4, Firearms
(Rifles) 4 (6), Survival 4
Talents / Resources:
Sharp-shooter
Flaws:
Crude
Weapons:
Sharps Big 50 (1) 5L Attack: 11L 50/100/200/201+
Bowie knife 1L Attack: 5L
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

The mountain man roams the wilderness of the
Rockies or other areas where fur animals are
abundant.
Style: 0
Health: 6
Body: 3
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 3
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 5
Perception: 5
Stun: 3
Skills:
Athletics 4, Brawl 5, Craft: Hide-work 6, Diplomacy
5, Melee 5, Firearms (Rifles) 4 (6), Knowledge:
Indian customs 6, Survival 6 (Hunting) 7
Talents / Resources:
Kemosabe
Flaws:
Stubborn
Weapons:
Hawken rifle (1) 3L Attack: 9L 35/70/140/141+
Tomahawk 2L Attack: 7L 6/12/25/26+
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

The prospector searches for gold, or he has found it
and wants to keep it a secret.
Style: 0
Health: 4
Body: 2
Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 4
Defense: 4
Perception: 4
Stun:2
Skills:
Brawl 4, Craft: Carpentry 5, Firearms 4,
Knowledge: Prospecting 6, Survival 4
Talents / Resources:
Tinker
Flaws:
Crude
Weapons:
Colt Army 60 (6) 3L Attack: 7L 15/30/60/61+
Punch 0N Attack: 4L

The Old West is home to many creatures, ingenious
as well as imported.
There are three kinds of bears in the Old West. The
raccoon is a small bear, but to no danger to men. The
stats below describe his two larger brethren.
Black bear:
The Black bear is smaller but more curious than the
grizzly.
Primary attributes: Body 4, Dexterity 2, Strength 4,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 4
Secondary attributes: Size 0, Move 6 (Run 12),
Perception 6, Initiative 2, Defense 6, Stun 4, Health 8
Skills: Brawl 6, Stealth 6, Survival 6
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Bite 8L
Grizzly bear:
The large grizzly bear of North America is a
dangerous animal, as it does not fear humans.
Primary attributes: Body 5, Dexterity 2, Strength 4,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 4
Secondary attributes: Size 1, Move 6 (Run 12),
Perception 6, Initiative 2, Defense 6, Stun 5, Health
10
Skills: Brawl 6, Stealth 6, Survival 6
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Bite 8L, Claw 8L
The Buffalo or Bison is holy to the Plains Indians as
it is their main food source.
Primary attributes: Body 5, Dexterity 2, Strength 5,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 1, Willpower 2
Secondary attributes: Size 1, Move 7 (Run 14),
Perception 5, Initiative 3, Defense 6, Stun 5, Health
10
Skills: Brawl 7, Stealth 2, Survival 6
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Horns 9L, Kick 7L

The average Longhorn from Texas.
Primary attributes: Body 5, Dexterity 2, Strength 3,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 2
Secondary attributes: Size 1, Move 5 (Run 10),
Perception 4, Initiative 2, Defense 6, Stun 5, Health 8
Skills: Brawl 5, Stealth 2, Survival 5
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Horns 7L, Kick 5L
These large raptors are found in many wild areas of
the Old West.
Primary attributes: Body 2, Dexterity 5, Strength 1,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 4
Secondary attributes: Size -1, Move 3 (Fly 6),
Perception 4 (Sight 8), Initiative 5, Defense 8, Stun 2,
Health 5
Skills: Athletics 2, Brawl 4, Stealth 8, Survival 4
Talents: Keen sense (+4 Sight)
Weapons: Bite 4L, Talons 4L
Horses are the standard mean of transportation, as
mounts or draft animals for wagons and coaches.
There are several horse breeds described below.
Thoroughbred:
These horses are bred for speed and endurance. First
bred in Europe for races, these animals have become
prized in the Old West also.
Primary attributes: Body 3, Dexterity 5, Strength 3,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 2
Secondary attributes: Size 1, Move 10 (Run 20),
Perception 4, Initiative 5, Defense 7, Stun 3, Health 6
Skills: Brawl 8, Stealth 4, Survival 4
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Kick 8N
Quarter horse:
A very active and versatile breed. Quarter horses have
stamina and a kindly nature. They are the most spread
steed in the Old West, used as trail and cow horses.
Quarter horses have the “cow sense”, making it easy
to do cow work with them (+2 to Animal handling
(Herd) rolls when riding a quarter horse).
Primary attributes: Body 3, Dexterity 4, Strength 3,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 2
Secondary attributes: Size 1, Move 9 (Run 18),
Perception 4, Initiative 4, Defense 6, Stun 3, Health 6
Skills: Brawl 8, Stealth 4, Survival 4
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Kick 8N
Mule:
Often used as beasts of burden, especially in rough
terrain. Mules are very sure-footed.
Primary attributes: Body 4, Dexterity 2, Strength 3,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 4
Secondary attributes: Size 1, Move 6 (Run 12),
Perception 4, Initiative 2, Defense 6, Stun 4, Health 8
Skills: Athletics (Balance) 8, Brawl 6, Stealth 4,
Survival 6
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Kick 8N

Mustang:
Mustangs are feral horses living in areas with scrubtype vegetations. They are durable and sure-footed.
Once broken, Mustangs are reliable horses with
“cow-sense” (+2 to Animal handling (Herd) rolls).
Primary attributes: Body 3, Dexterity 4, Strength 3,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 2
Secondary attributes: Size 1, Move 8 (Run 16),
Perception 4, Initiative 4, Defense 6, Stun 3, Health 6
Skills: Athletics (Balance) 6, Brawl 8, Stealth 4,
Survival 6
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Kick 8N
The mountain lion or cougar usually avoids human
beings, but if cornered it will fight. The cougar lives
in forest and brush area.
Primary attributes: Body 2, Dexterity 5, Strength 2,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 1, Willpower 3
Secondary attributes: Size 0, Move 8 (Run 16),
Perception 6, Initiative 6, Defense 7, Stun 2, Health 5
Skills: Brawl 8, Stealth 8, Survival 6
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Bite 8L, Claw 8L

Elk are hunting game and a good food source in
woodland areas. You may use the same stats for the
pronghorn antelope.
Primary attributes: Body 2, Dexterity 4, Strength 2,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 4
Secondary attributes: Size 0, Move 8 (Run 16),
Perception 4, Initiative 4, Defense 6, Stun 2, Health 6
Skills: Athletics 4, Brawl 4, Stealth 6, Survival 4
Talents: Alertness (+2 Perception)
Weapons: Antlers 6L
Rattle snakes are common all over the South-West.
Older rattlers can get over 2 yards long.
Primary attributes: Body 1, Dexterity 4, Strength 2,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 2
Secondary attributes: Size -1, Move 4, Perception 2,
Initiative 2, Defense 6, Stun 1, Health 2
Skills: Brawl 4, Stealth 6, Survival 2
Talents: Weapons: Bite 4L
Poison: If the rattle snake causes at least 1 wound, the
victim gets poisoned, see chapter 5.5.

The dour wild boar can be encountered in brushy
areas all over the Old West. Although dangerous to
hunt, they provide a lot of tasty meat for the
successful hunter
Primary attributes: Body 3, Dexterity 2, Strength 3,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 0, Willpower 4
Secondary attributes: Size -1, Move 5 (Run 10),
Perception 6, Initiative 2, Defense 6, Stun 3, Health 6
Skills: Brawl 6, Stealth 6, Survival 6
Talents: Weapons: Tusks 8L
Northern wolfs are large beasts which hunt in packs
of 7-12 (1d6+6) animals.
Primary attributes: Body 2, Dexterity 3, Strength 3,
Charisma 0, Intelligence 1, Willpower 3
Secondary attributes: Size -1, Move 6 (Run 12),
Perception 4 (Smell 8), Initiative 4, Defense 6, Stun 2,
Health 4
Skills: Brawl 6, Stealth 6, Survival 6
Talents: Keen sense (+4 Smell perception)
Weapons: Bite 8L

These are creatures of legend, said to roam the vast
wilderness of the Old West.
The delgeth looks like a pronghorn antelope and
shares its habitat. Contrary to the pronghorn, the
delgeth is a solitary predator which uses its close
resemblance to take cover in a pronghorn herd. It
preys on everything from rabbits to pronghorns but
with preference for human flesh, attacking solitary
humans on sight. Though the delgeth is an excellent
hunter, it is not too smart otherwise, and can be
tricked into traps.
Style: 0
Health: 6
Body: 2
Charisma: 0
Dexterity: 4
Intelligence: 0 Strength: 3
Willpower: 4
Size: 0
Initiative: 4
Move: 8 (Run16) Defense: 6
Perception: 6
Stun: 2
Skills:
Athletics 4, Brawl 6, Stealth 6, Survival 6
Talents / Resources:
Alertness (+2 Perception)
Flaws:
Bestial (Animal intelligence)
Weapons:
Antlers 7L
Bite 7L
According to the Iroquois, Chenoo are enormous,
rather clumsy stone giants that can camouflage
themselves by blending into rocks. They are generally
harmless and avoid human contact, camouflaging
themselves so well among rocks that human eyes
cannot see them. However, shamans can see them

with ease, and these shamans might use rituals to
enslave these timid giants. In their fights with one
another, the Chenoo uproot trees to use as clubs and
fling boulders at each other.
Style: 0
Health: 11
Body: 5
Charisma: 1
Dexterity: 2
Intelligence: 1 Strength: 6
Willpower: 4
Size: 2
Initiative: 3
Move: 8 (Run16) Defense: 10
Perception: 5
Stun:5
Skills:
Athletics 8, Brawl 8, Melee 8, Stealth 8, Survival 6
Talents / Resources:
Gigantic (+2 Size)
Armour: The chenoo‟s skin is rock-hard, stopping
even bullets. +5 Passive Defense bonus.
Camouflage: It takes 1 round for a chenoo blend into
rocks. The difficulty for recognizing a camouflaged
chenoo is 2 for medicine men, everyone else has a
difficulty of 6.
Flaws:
Weapons:
Punch 0N Attack: 8N
Club 1L Attack: 9L
Jackalopes look like jackrabbits with antlers. They are
quite shy, but can follow a person they hate in secure
distance causing misfortune fort hat person.
Jackalopes can be encountered all over the Old West,
except deserts and higher mountains.
Style: 0
Health: 1
Body: 1
Charisma: 0
Dexterity: 4
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 1
Willpower: 2
Size: -2
Initiative: 4
Move: 5 (Run10) Defense: 7
Perception: 6
Stun: 2
Skills:
Athletics 4, Stealth 6, Survival 6
Talents / Resources:
Alertness (+2 Perception)
Dodge (Dodge as reflexive action)
Curse: A jackalope may put a curse on any person it
has a reason to dislike, like hunters who took
accidentally a shot on it. This works just like the
Curse ritual, except that the jackalope only needs to
be in sight to cast the ritual using Perception.
Additionally, the curse works only as long the
jackalope is within 1 mile of the target.
Luck charm: According to legend is causes bad
fortune to kill a jackalope. This is not quite true. In
fact the paw of a jackalope is a quite powerful luck
charm. It works just like a general luck medicine
bundle, ready to use. Medicine bundles which include
a jackalope paw double the bonus of the bundle.
Flaws:
Bestial (Animal intelligence)
Weapons:
none

The Sasquash lives in solitarily or small family
groups in the forests of the North and the Rocky
Mountains. These creatures are as intelligent as
humans, and as diverse in character as people. They
may be curious or territorial, friendly or mean, though
most are at least cautious and rather keep out of sight.
Style: 0
Health: 10
Body: 5
Charisma: 1
Dexterity: 3
Intelligence: 2 Strength: 4
Willpower: 3
Size: 1
Initiative: 5
Move: 8 (Run16) Defense: 7
Perception: 5
Stun: 5
Skills:
Athletics 4, Brawl 7, Melee 7, Stealth 8, Survival 7
Talents / Resources:
Native terrain (Forest)
Flaws:
Primitive
Weapons:
Wooden spear 2L Attack: 8L
Punch 0L Attack: 6L
The Wendigo is a mythical creature appearing in the
Northern territories and Canada. It is a malevolent
cannibalistic spirit into which humans can transform,
or which can possess humans. Those who indulged in
cannibalism are at particular risk.
With its bones pushing out against its skin, its
complexion the ash gray of death, and its eyes deep
back in their sockets, in his physical form the
Wendigo looks like a gaunt skeleton recently
disinterred from the grave. Unclean and suffering
from suppurations of the flesh, the Wendigo gives off
a strange and eerie odor of decay and decomposition,
of death and corruption. Wendigos are embodiments
of gluttony, greed, and excess; never satisfied after
killing and consuming one person, they are constantly
searching for new victims.
Humans can turn into Wendigos if they ever resorted
to cannibalism or, alternately, become possessed by
the demonic spirit of a Wendigo, often in a dream.
Once transformed, a person becomes violent and
obsessed with eating human flesh. The most frequent
cause of transformation into a Wendigo is if a person
had resorted to cannibalism, consuming the body of
another human in order to keep from starving to death
during a time of extreme hardship or famine.
The following stats are for the physical form of a
wendigo. A possessed human has the same stats as

the person usually has, but has the powers of the
wendigo. The victim has additionally the ability to
form claws when in a killing frenzy. After a killing
the possessed usually does not remember, though he
may get some clues. And the lust for flesh is always
there. A possessed person transforms eventually into
the physical form of a wendigo, depending on how
often it subsides to the urge of killing and flesh.
Wendigo
Style: 0
Health: 10
Body: 2
Charisma: 1
Dexterity: 4
Intelligence: 4 Strength: 6
Willpower: 4
Size: 0
Initiative: 8
Move: 10
Defense: 6
Perception: 8
Stun: 5
Skills:
Athletics 6, Brawl 10,Con 8
Talents / Resources:
Immunity to cold
Robust 2
Possession – The wendigo can enter the dreams of
those in his realm, where it tries to possess the victim.
The wendigo target cannibals first, but any starving
person is a good victim, too, as are especially greedy
and violent persons. To possess a person the wendigo
must make an opposed Willpower roll against victim.
If successful, the victim is possessed. Wendigos try to
lure others into cannibalism, for easier possession or
to devour these cannibals in the end. When trying to
possess someone, the victim‟s Willpower is increased
or decreased as follows:
Healer talent
+2
Faith motivation
+4
Dream walker talent
+2
Spellslinger talent
+2
Arrogant flaw
-2
Bad temper
-2
Intolerant flaw
-2
Lust flaw
-4
Greedy motivation
-4
A medicine man can use the Banish ritual to exorcise
the wendigo (use wendigo‟s Willpower).
Weapons:
Claws 0LAttack: 10L
Bite 0L Attack: 10L

Almost every man in the Old West has a weapon of
some kind or another. Though, rifles, shotguns, six
shooters and knifes are most common, traditionalist
among Indian warriors may use spears, bows and
tomahawk. The weapon list gives all important
information about the weapon, sorted after specialties.
Gun names are followed by the calibre they use.

The number of bonus dice added to your attack roll
when using that weapon. L indicates lethal, N nonlethal damage.
The weapon‟s rate of fire, indicating how many times
it may be fired each combat turn. Weapons with a rate
under 1 must reload after each shot (e.g. 1/2 means
the weapon may be fired every other combat turn).
Semiautomatic and double-action weapons (M), gun
which can be fanned (F) and automatic weapons (A)
can be used to make multiple attacks in the same
combat turn (see Total attack and Automatic fire in
the Combat chapter).

The weapon‟s general speed, modifying initiative and
is used in the Continuous combat rules (see HEX
rules). Fast (F), Average (A) and Slow(S). All fire
arms are considered (A), thus having no entry for
Speed.

The minimum strength necessary for wielding the
weapon effectively. For each point of Strength under
the requirement the character suffers -2 to the attack
roll.

The amount of ammunition a gun can hold.

The range increments in yards for the weapon, and
the attack modifier: Short (0) / Medium (-2) / Long (4) / Extreme (-8). Pistols and scatterguns gain a +1
bonus, long arms suffer a -1 penalty when fired at
point blank range (under 2 yards).
Conversion note: Short range is equivalent to the
range stat of HEX.

The weight of the weapon in lbs. This adds to the
character‟s weight limit.

The catalogue cost in 1873. The price may vary
considerably, as in boom town costs may double or
even triple. Used weapons on the other hand may
come cheaper.

There may be special rules for the weapon which are
given in the weapons description. Some of the more
common special rules are given here:
Cap & ball (C&B): Cap and ball revolvers are quite
prone to chain reactions between the chambers. Each
critical failure on an attack roll results in the gun
exploding. This causes wounds equal to the gun‟s
damage rate. Cap & ball guns are also more sensitive
to humidity. If exposed to rain, the GM rolls 2 dice
whenever a shot is fired, Failure means the shot is a
dud due to damp powder. You need tools to clear
such a chamber. If the gun is exposed to more water,
roll just 1 die.
Entangling: Some weapons like whips or lariats can
used to entangle opponents. Make a normal Melee
attack against the Active Defense of the target.
Instead of damage, compare the successes to the
Dexterity or Strength of the target. If you have more
successes than the attribute rating, the target must use
his next action for an opposed attribute roll in order to
break free. If your attack roll has more than twice as
many successes as the target‟s attribute, the target is
completely entangled.

This hold-out pistol can be put in a vest pocket, waistband, boot or
even a hat sweatband.
This weapon fires directly out of its cylinder, making it very
inaccurate. At least you got 4 chances and the Knuckleduster can
be used as a knuckle ring, too.

Fast reload: Faster to reload due to break-open
mechanism. Double reload rate.
Muzzle loader: Muzzle loaders are very sensitive to
humidity. Use the same rules as for cap and ball guns.
Shotguns: Shotguns fire a bundle of pellets which
spread out over distance. For each range increment
beyond Short it is possible that people adjacent to the
main target get hit. The attacker declares a main
target and makes a single attack roll, applying all
modifiers as usual. The main target defends normally.
All other targets within the area of effect make a
Defense roll with a +2 bonus.
The area of effect depends on range and weapon type:
Range
Area of effect
(Shotgun / Scattergun)
Medium
1 yard / 2 yards
Long
2 yards / 4 yards
Extreme
4 yards / 6 yards
Two-handed: Abbreviated 2H. This weapon is used
with both hands. If use with just one hand you have a
-4 penalty.

The Navy is a cap and ball revolver, still popular due to its light
weight and weak recoil.
The Peacemaker has become the most popular revolver at the
frontier. Reliable and with a good punch, the Peacemaker is the
weapon of choice. Colt sells a .44-40 version, the Frontier, to make
ammunition interchangeable with the Winchester .44-40.

One of the most popular pocket pistols. The Over & Under is easy
to conceal.

The Le Mat revolver is a cap and ball gun. It has a cylinder with 9
.42 chambers and a single .60 calibre barrel for shot.

This multi-barrel pocket gun is cocked by pushing the ring trigger
forward.

The Remington Army is the bad concealed copy of the Colt
Peacemaker. Nevertheless it is popular in the Old West, though
some folks say it is less balanced than the original Colt.

This cap and ball revolver is still quite common as it was army
issue. Many people let the gun smith bore open the cylinders for
cartridge use.

The M1 is a small revolver, suitable to hide in the pocket of a
jacket or coat.
The Schofield is a popular gun. Its smaller hammer makes fanning
somewhat difficult resulting in a -1 penalty to fanning attacks. Its
break-open mechanism make twice as fast to reload. Double reload
rate.
Smith and Wesson‟s double action revolver which suffers from the
same problems as Colt‟s Lightning. Its break-open mechanism
make twice as fast to reload. Double reload rate.
The Volcanic has a lever-action mechanism with a tubular
magazine under the barrel, similar the lever-action rifles. This
increases the ammunition capacity. Tthe Volcanic suffers from a
leakage in the laoding mechanism which affects its power.

The Walker Colt has become rare. It is heavy and slow, however,
and quite prone to misfire, but deals quite a punch.

The standard rifle of the frontiersman well into the 1860s, although
this muzzleloader is replaced mostly by breech-loaders nowadays.
But one or another grizzled mountain man or brave may still use it.

Colts first double action revolver. The high trigger weight makes it
quite inaccurate.

This muzzle loader was produced in huge numbers during the
Secession war that it still is quite common.

The first lever-action repeating rifle with a tubular magazine under
the barrel was introduced in 1862.

A widely popular shot gun. Other companies have similar models.

The Winchester carbine is a modified, shorter and more solid
version of the older Henry rifle.
The new Winchester rifle has become a favourite of many
frontiersmen. It has a good range and ammunition capacity.
Winchester produced this rifle as a match for the popular
Peacemaker with interchangeable ammunition.

The Scattergun is a double barrel shot gun with its barrels reduced
to about 10inches of length. It is a dangerous close range weapon
and widely popular among gunfighters.

A popular and reliable all-round rifle, it can be found almost all
over the Old West.
The carbine version of the Sharps rifle, used by cavalry troopers.
This breechloader was extensively used by sharpshooters during
the Reunion war. It is famed for its accuracy and punch.
This long-ranged, high-powered rifle is mostly used for big game
hunting, thus popular among buffalo hunters.
Some describe this double-barrel shot gun as an artillery piece. It
fires shot of tremendous size.

A scatter pistol has the stock removed and the barrel even more
shortened so it can be worn in a pistol holster. You still need two
hands to fire it somewhat controlled.
The Gatling is a rapid firing, multi-barrel gun. By turning a crank,
the Gatling fires a hail of bullets with devastating effect. Gatling
guns are usually wheel or tripod mounted.

Colt One-shot .41
Knuckleduster .38
Remington
Over & Under .41
Remington Elliot Pocket .32

2L
2L
2L

1
1
1

1
4
2

6/12/24/25+
3/6/18/19+
5/10/20/21+

1
1
M

1 lbs.
1.5 lbs.
1.5 lbs.

$3.50
$7.00
$5.00

1L

1

4

5/10/20/21+

1

1.5 lbs.

$5.50

Colt Army 1860 .44
cartridge version
Colt Walker Dragoon .45
Colt Lightning .41
Colt Navy .36
Colt Peacemaker .45
LeMat .42 ball
.60 shot
Remington Frontier .44
S&W M1 .32
S&W Schofield .45

3L

2

6

15/30/60/61+

F

3 lbs.

4L
2L
2L
3L
2L
3L
3L
1L
3L

3
2
2
2
2

10/20/40/41+
15/30/60/61+
15/30/60/61+
20/40/80/81+
15/30/60/61+
3/6/18/19+
15/30/60/61+
10/20/40/41+
20/40/80/81+

F
M
F
F
F
1
F
F
F

5 lbs.
2 lbs.
2 lbs.
3 lbs.
4 lbs.

2
2
2

6
6
6
6
9
1*
6
5
6

$6.50
$7.00
$9.00
$16.50
$6.50
$14.00
$21.00

3 lbs.
2 lbs.
3 lbs.

$11.50
$6.00
$15.50

S&W Frontier .44-40
Volcanic Repeating pistol .41

3L
2L

2
2

6
8

15/30/60/61+
10/20/40/41+

M
1

3 lbs.
4 lbs.

$17.00
$19.00

Hawken Plains rifle .50
Harper Ferry rifle .58
Henry rifle .44
Winchester carabine .44
Winchester .44-40
Winchester .45
Remington Breech loader .45
Sharps carabine .52
Sharps rifle .52
Sharps Big .50-90
Gatling gun .52

3L
3L
3L
3L
3L
3L
3L
4L
4L
5L
4L

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
*

1
1
9
8
12
12
1
1
1
1
80

35/70/140/141+
35/70/140/141+
25/50/100/101+
25/50/100/101+
35/70/140/141+
35/70/140/141+
35/70/140/141+
35/70/140/141+
40/80/160/161+
50/100/200/201+
80/160/320/321+

¼
¼
M
M
M
M
½
½
½
½
A

$18.00
$19.50
$30.00
$32.50
$37.50
$42.00
$19.50
$23.00
$23.00
$36.50
$650

Remington 8-gauge
Colt 12- gauge
Scatter gun 12-gauge
Scatter pistol 12-gauge

4L
3L
4L
5L

3
2
3
3

2
2
2
2

15/30/60/60+
20/40/80/80+
8/16/32/32+
3/6/18/19+

M
M
M
M

$22.50
$20.00
$23.50
$27.00

C&B
C&B

C&B, -1 Fast
draw, Shotgun
Fanning -1
Fast reload
Fanning -1
Fast reload
2H
Muzzle loader
Muzzle loader

*mounted,
2 rounds reload
2H
Shotgun
Shotgun
Shotgun
Shotgun, -2 Fast
draw

The Arkansas toothpick is essentially a heavy dagger with a
straight blade. It s well-balanced for throwing, but the Arkansas
toothpick is a vicious close-combat weapon as well.
More a tool than a weapon, the axe is used by anyone who wants
to cut timber.
The Bowie knife is a large fighting knife with a slightly curved
blade. It is a deadly weapon in the hands of a skilled fighter.
Another tool which can be used as a weapon in skilled hands.
The bull whip can be used to entangle or disarm opponents.

Knives come in many different shapes, some can be folded
others have a fixed blade.
Knuckle rings, usually made of brass, are used mostly by thugs o
make a punch more effective.
The word lariat comes form the Spanish word La riata which
means rope. The lariat is used for catching cattle or horses.
A common tool among prospectors, the pick axe is designed to
dig in hard soil.
A trident stable tool.

A thin, flexible steel blade which can be concealed in a walking
cane.
The cavalry sabre is a long, curved one-edged sword which is
used most effectively from horseback.
A small axe, which is be wielded one-handed. A meat cleaver
has the same stats.
The traditional long range weapon of Indians. The bow is used
for hunting and warfare. It often is decorated; even the arrows
can identify the tribe or even the individual who made it.
Any blunt object that can be wielded with one hand is considered
a club, like a tree branch, a chair‟s leg or iron pan.
The Indian shield is a small leather-and-wood shield painted and
adorned with pearls and feathers. It is not only a defense weapon
but also a token of spiritual importance.

A shovel can be a vicious weapon when using the sharp edge.
Hitting with the flat side is painful but less dangerous.
When setting fence posts in place or smash boulders, the sledge
hammer is the tool of choice.
The spear is a traditional weapon of war and hunting for many
Indian tribes. It is light enough for throwing.
The light war axe of many Indians. The tomahawk is wellbalanced and can be thrown.
Sometimes the war club is carved from one piece of wood, other
times a stone or wood head is fasted to a wooden handle. The
war club often is artfully decorated and used as deadly weapon
as well as for counting a “coup”. To count a coup the warrior
tries to touch an enemy without actually hurting him, proving his
valour.

Axe
Hatchet
Tomahawk (also thrown)

2L
3L
2L

2
2
2

A
A
A

Fist
Kick
Knuckle ring
Bull whip

0N
1N
1N
0N

1
1
1
1

F
A
F
A

$2.00
$1.00
$2.00

4lbs.
3lbs.
2lbs.

$1.50
$3.00

0.5lbs
2lbs.

2N
2N/2L
3L
3N
2N

1
2
2
2
2

A
A
A
S
A

$1.50
$3.00
$2.00
$3.00

2lbs.
4lbs.
6lbs.
7lbs.
3lbs.

Cavalry sabre
Cane rapier

3L
2L

2
2

A
F

$7.00
$10.00

3lbs.
3lbs.

Knife
Bowie knife
Arkansas toothpick

0L
1L
0L

1
1
1

F
F
F

4/8/16/17+
4/8/16/17+
5/10/20/21+

$1.00
$1.50
$1.50

0.5lbs
1lbs.
1lbs.

Spear
Pitch fork

3L
2L

2
2

A
A

8/16/32/33+
2/4/8/8+

$2.00
$1.50

6lbs.
6lbs.

2H
2H

Hunting bow

2L

2

A

15/30/60/61+

$7.00

3lbs.

2H

Lariat
Indian shield

0N

2
2

S
A

5/10/-/-

$1.00
$6.00

2lbs.
5lbs.

2H, Entagling (Dex)
Defense +1

Improvised Club
Shovel
Pick axe
Sledge hammer
War club

Wagon trains cross the Prairies, River boats freight
good and people up and own the major rivers and
the canoe is a perfect way of transport o smaller
water ways in less explored areas. The following
section describes some typical vehicles

6/12/24/25+

3/-/-/-

Use Brawl skill
Entangling (Str)

2H
2H
2H

Most vehicles in the Old West are drawn by
animals. All vehicles may drive at full speed (see
SOSW p.144), but that means for animal-drawn
vehicles, that the animals are sprinting. Remember,
Sprint is only possible for a number of rounds equal
to the Body rank; each additional round causes 1N
damage. This may cause animals to collapse.

See SOSW p. 121.
See SOSW p.121.
For every level in Speed the vehicle may move 2
yards in one combat turn. For long travel distances
consult chapter 7.1 Travelling the Old West.

2H

See SOSW p. 121.

See SOSW p. 121.

Coaches and some river boats are drawn by
animals. The Team stat gives the type and number
of the normal draft animal.

The number of persons necessary to operate the
vehicle. Numbers in parentheses indicate crew
which has other task than operating the vehicle, like
guards or stewards.

Bullboats are made of buffalo hide (or other animal
hides) stretched over a frame of willow rods,
branches or the like. They must be made waterproof by daily treat with tallow and ash, and have to
dry over night. Bull boats are common on the
Missouri and other timber-scare plains rivers.
Used by trappers, Indians and even army
provisioners, canoes are exceptionally well suited
for shallow waters and easy to handle, although
somewhat unstable.

The normal number of passengers who can travel
comfortably with the vehicle. Anyways,
comfortably is a relative term!

The average costs for the vehicle.

These fast and light pleasure vehicles have a leather
or painted canvas folding top. Fancy models may
even have waterproof curtains with rein slits to
keep the traveller dry. Transport capacity is about
500lbs.
The sturdy, iconic prairie wagon used by settlers.
The canvas bonnet provides shelter from weather
for goods and passengers. The driver sits on the tool
box which contains spare parts and tools. Freight
capacity is about 3500lbs.
Wagons used for overland cargo hauling. Smaller
freight wagons are called buckboards and are
essentially little more than long boards on wheels.
Buckboards are typical farm or ranch wagons. A
buck board can carry up to 1200lbs, heavy freight
wagons may carry about 4500lbs.
The typical stage coach carries 9 passengers, but
can take up to 15 passengers at the cost of comfort.
A modified stage coach used by private security
companies like the Pinkerton agency is equipped
with armour plating and a rear-facing Gatling gun.
It is used for transport of valuables or huge amounts
of money. Besides the driver, one man ”rides
shotgun”. Additionally, there are two guards
manning the Gatling and two men inside the coach,
guarding the safe.

Low transport boats which rely on the rivers flow
downriver or draft animals up river. Barges come in
many sizes and transport everything from flour, to
cotton or whiskey. The speed numbers are up and
down river, respectively.
Steamboats travel up and down the Mississippi, as
well as the Missouri. A typical passenger steam
boat is about 80 yards long and about 12 yards
wide. It can carry about 500 to 700 tons of cargo
and has a passenger capacity of about 350. The
lowest deck contains engines, boiler and cargo
holds, the upper decks are for cabins, salons and
staterooms.

The hand car also known as pump trolley is mainly
used by railroad personnel and miners. Its
propulsion is provided by pushing a lever up and
down, usually done by all passengers.
Handcars can travel quite fast if all passengers help
to pump. Add the Strength of all pumping
passengers for speed determination.
Usually a train has a locomotive and coal wagon, a
caboose at the end of the train and anything
between 2 and 10 cars for passenger or cargo
transport. The modern Pullman car over a great
amount of luxury, but the average man is lucky to
have a bunk in a sleeper car on overland journeys.

Buggy
Conestoga wagon

2
2

5
10

5
7

+1
-1

10

6

-1

2

34
20
32
18
30
32

Heavy freight wagon

2

Light freight wagon
(buckboard)
Stage coach
Armored transport wagon

1
1

1
5

$90.00
$300.00

1

2

$45.00

0

1 horse
4 mules
or 4 horses
6 mules
or 6 horses
2 horses

7

6

1

2

$25.00

2
2

32
30

8
12

6
10

-1
-2

6 horses
6 horses

1(1)
1(4)

9
-

$1,200.00
$4,000.00

Average barge
Bullboat
Canoe
Steamboat

4
1
1
8

3/8
Str
Str x 2
15

12
3
4
24

6
3
4
6

-2
-2
0
-2

-

1
1
1
25(30)

1-2
1-2
2-4
350

$80.00
$5.00
$10.00
$ 1,000,000

Gangcar
Locomotive

2
4

4 x Total Str
35

6
16

5
8

0
0

-

2-6
3

-

$120.00
$24,000.00

Prices listed are averages, and can vary from place to place at the GM's discretion. As a rule of thumb, these
prices represent buying from a city or large town. In a small town or settlement double the prices listed (except
for food and simple clothing) and increase them up to ten times in a gold mining settlement or similar location.
Fine pieces of equipment and clothing may cost x5 or even x10 the normal price.

50 rounds, .38 calibre or smaller
50 rounds, .41-.45 calibre
20 rounds, .50 calibre or larger
30 shotgun shells,
5 pounds, loose lead balls
1 pound black powder (1L, Blast: 1 yard)

$2.00
$3.25
$4.75
$5.00
35¢
10¢

Boots
Boots, custom-made
Buckskin trousers
Buckskin Shirt
Buffalo robe
Chaps
Cloth cap
Coat
Dress, fancy
Dress, plain
Fur overcoat
Gloves, fancy
Gloves, work
Hat, Cowboy
Hat, Derby
Hat, Stetson
Jacket, leather
Jacket, sheepskin lined
Jeans
Moccasins
Overcoat, Duster
Overcoat, fancy
Poncho (rain gear)
Shirt

$5.00
$25.00
$2.30
$2.00
$10.00
$4.00
55¢
$3.00
$22.00
$1.50
$15.00
$2.00
$1.20
$3.00
$2.20
$20.00
$5.00
$10.00
$2.00
$1.30
$6.00
$15.00
$2.00
60¢

Shoes
Spurs, fancy
Spurs, plain
Suit, man‟s or woman's, plain w/vest
Suit, man‟s or woman‟s, fancy w/vest
Thick leather jerkin
Tie
Trousers
Vest, fancy
Vest, frontier

$3.50
$10.00
$1.50
$12.00
$26.00
$5.00
20¢
$1.50
$5.25
$3.00

Bandoleer for 24 shells
Banjo
Bedroll
Bible
Binoculars, x10 magnification
Binoculars, x5 magnification
Camera
Canteen
Cards, Playing/pack
Cartridge belt, holds 50 rounds
Cashbox
Glasses
Guitar
Gun belt
Gun belt with loops for 30 rounds
Gun cleaning kit
Harmonica
Holster
Horse blanket
Lamp oil (5 gallons)
Lantern
Lasso

$1.50
$12.50
$4.00
$5.00
$25.00
$15.00
$32.50
$1.00
25¢
$1.00
50¢
$5.00
$5.70
$2.00
$2.65
$1.50
55¢
$3.00
$2.75
25¢
$2.00
$8.00

Mess kit
Photo plate
Pocket watch, plain
Pocket watch, fancy
Pipe, briarwood
Pipe, corncob
Rifle scabbard
Saddle (ornate, with bridle and blanket)
Saddle (standard, with bridle and blanket)
Saddle bags
Saddle blanket
Sheath, knife
Sheath, rifle
Sulphur matches (box of 50)
Tent, miner
Tent, wall
Travel bag

$2.00
55¢
$1.75
$18.00
$1.00
5¢
$2.50
$40.00
$35.00
$6.00
$2.00
50¢
$3.00
¢25
$6.70
$13.50
$3.00

Bath
$1.00
Beer (mug)
5¢
Book
25¢
Canned food
2¢
Chocolate, 8oz tin
10¢
Cigar, cheroot
5¢
Cigar, fancy
25¢
Coffee, 2lb tin
50¢
Coffee, cup plus refill
2¢
Dried beans, 5lbs bag
2¢
Grain (for horses), one day
$2.00
Letter by mail, per ounce
3¢
Newspaper
1¢
Package, by mail, per ounce
1¢
Package, rail freight over 100lbs 8¢ per pound
Photo session (1 picture)
90¢
Provisions (rations)
$4.00 per week
Restaurant Breakfast
50¢
Restaurant Lunch
25¢
Restaurant Supper
$1.00
Room, boarding house (meals included) $1.20/day
Room, bordello
$5.00 per night
Room, cheap hotel (no meals)
50¢ per day
Room, average hotel (no meals)
$1.00 per day
Room, good hotel (no meals)
$2.00 per day
Room, high falutin` hotel (no meals) $6.00 per day
Shave & haircut
25¢
Stabling, overnight for man or beast $0.25
Sugar, 1lb
10¢
Tea, 6oz
45¢
Tequila
50¢ per bottle
Telegram
50¢ per word
Tobacco, plug (chewing)
10¢
Tobacco, pouch (smoking)
20¢
Visit to a doctor, $1.00, plus $1-2 more for medicines
Whine, fine import
$5.00 +
Whiskey, "red eye"
$1.00 per bottle
Whiskey, Kentucky mash
$4.00 per bottle

Bank robber
$100.00-1000.00
Stagecoach robber
$50.00-100.00
Train robber
$100.00-500.00
These increase with the targets notoriety (Frank
James carried a bounty of $15,000.00 in 1876)

Anaesthetic, chloroform
$4.00 per bottle
Anaesthetic, ether
$6.00 per bottle
Bear grease (metal preservative) 5¢ per pound
Blacksmith's anvil
$25.00
Blacksmith's forge
$60.00
Blacksmiths tools
$30.00.
Carbolic acid (gallon)
$3.00
Carpenters tools
$40.00
Doctors tools
$50.00
Gunsmiths tools
$40.00
Iodine solution (quart)
50¢
Leatherworkers tools
$30.00
Medicinal alcohol (gallon)
$2.00
Miner's tools (picks, drills, shovels, etc.)
$15.00
Print press, newspaper
$85.00
Trap, beaver
75¢
Trap, bear
$11.25

Homestead, 160 acres and must be worked for five
consecutive years
$10.00
Town site, 320 acres to be divided into 125 plots of
125' x 25'
$400.00
Town plot, poor location
$50.00
Town plot, main street
$400.00
Town plot, choice location
$1000.00
Room, bordello per night
$5.00
Visit to a doctor,
$1.00
plus $1-2 more for medicines

Blasting cap
Blasting powder, 1lbs (1L, Blast: 1 yard)
Dynamite, stick (4L, Blast: 1 yard)
Fuse cord, 1ft
Gun cotton, 1lbs
Nitro-glycerine, 10oz (4L, Blast: 1 yard)

40¢
50¢
$3.00
10¢
$1.00
$2.00

Mule
$90.00
Mustang
$60.00
Pony
$50.00
Quarter horse
$80.00
Stagecoach fare, express $2.00 per 50 miles
Stagecoach fare, local $0.05 per mile
Thoroughbred
$200.00 +
Train fare, 1st class $10.00 per 100 miles
Train fare, 2nd class $7.50 per 100 miles

Below is a listing of average wages (per month) for
various jobs in the Old West. The values are a rough
average, and can vary from place to place at the GM's
discretion.
Army/Cavalry Officer
$25.00
Army/Cavalry Trooper
$13.00
Bartender
$25.00
Blacksmith
$30.00
Common Labourer
$25.00
Cowhand
$25.00
Foreman
$50.00
Logger or Miner
$35.00

Deputy Marshall
$35.00
Deputy Sheriff
$25.00
Federal Marshall
$45.00
Railroad Engineer
$35.00
Scout
$25.00
Territorial Marshall
$40.00
Texas Ranger
$25.00
Town Sheriff
$35.00
School teacher
$60.00
Freelance mercenaries (your typical player
characters) can reasonably expect to be paid around
$1.00 to $5.00 a day, depending on skill and danger.

Apache:
Alchise
Baishan
Chachu
Dahkeya
Eskaminzim
Geronimo
Jozhe
Mahko
Norroso
Perico
Pionsenay
Quanah
Skinya
Tisnolthtos
Tsoe
Ulzana
Victorio
Yahnozha
Cherokee:
Amouskositte
Adahy
Awenasa
Galilahi
Sequoya
Tooantuh
Wilagi Wa
Wilu dugi

Antonio
Alberto
Benito
Carlos
Domingo
Enrique
Francisco
Gaspar
Iningo
Javier
Joaquin

Adam
Al/Albert
Ben/Benjamin
Bat/Bartholomew
Billy/William
Bob/Robert
Buck
Charley/Charles
Clint/Clinton
Dan/Daniel
Dick/Richard
Frank/Franklin
Hal/Henry
Hank/Henry
Ike/Isaac
Jake/Jacob
Jeremiah
Jesse/Jesaiah

Cheyenne:
Ahtunowhiho
Avonaco
Harkahome
Heammawihio
Hevataneo
Kohkahycumest
Honiahaka
Kuckunniwi
Mantotohpa
Moketavato
Minninnewah
Nahcomence
Otoahhastis
Tahkeome
Vipponah
Comache:
Dequan
Jaquin
Jaguan
Jagwan
Quanah
Nacomah
Nocona
Kiowa:
Adoerte
Apiatan
Gomda
Tapko

Juan
Julio
Luis
Matteo
Miguel
Rodolfo
Pablo
Pedro
Vasco
Ana
Adelatia

Jim/James
Morgan
Sam/Samuel
Pat/Patrick
Pete/Peter
Roy/Roger
Wyatt
Amelia
Annie
Belle/ Annabelle
Beth/Elizabeth
Carrie/Caroline
Diana /Eliza
Emma
Harriet
Kate/Catherine
Laura
Lillian

Navaho:
Ahiga
Ashkii
Gaagii
Hastiin
Honani
Naalnish
Niyol
Sani
Shiye
Yanisin
Yiska
Shoshone:
Sacagewea
Naya Nuki
Sioux:
Akecheta
Chetangi
Elsu
Kangi Maza
Heyoka
Mato Chante
Ohitekah
Otaktay
Paytah
Sahale hinto
Shiriki
Takoda

Tate Yuhamani
Tehan Peta
Tokala
Wabli-waste
Weayaya
Yahto

Apache:
Alopay
Bonita
Cumpah
Dos-teh-seh
Huera
Jacali
Sousche
Zi-yeh
Cherokee:
Adsila
Amadahy
Awenasa
Galilahi
Inola
Salali
Tayanita
Cheyenne:
Ayashe
Donoma
Keezheekoni

Alejandra
Carmen
Carla
Consuela
Elena
Evita
Guadelupe
Isabella
Juanita
Luisa
Lupe
Marta

Maria
Novia
Paloma
Teresa

Lucy
Lydia
Maggie / Margaret
Mary
Martha
Nettie
Rachel
Sarah
Willa

Fisher
Garrett
Hall
Harries
Hill
Jenkins
Johnston
Kelly
Lewis
Martin
Moore
Morgan
Slade
Smith
Starr
Thompson
Washington
Wright
Yates
Young

Anderson
Boone
Bullock
Carson
Cassidy
Cody
Colby
Davies
Donovan

Baca
Cordova
Chavez
Gallegos
Gonzales
Guitierrez
Hernandez

Kiwidinok
Migisi
Namid
Nokomis
Navaho:
Anaba
Asdza
Dezba
Doli
Manaba
Nascha
Ooljee
Sitsi
Shoshone:
Kimana
Mimiteh
Sioux:
Adsila
Chapa
Chumani
Hantaywee
Macawi
Mapiya
Nahaimana
Ptaysanwee
Wachiwi

Lopez
Martinez
Montoya
Ortega
Sanchez
Sandoval
Salazar
Torres
Trujillo
Valdez

Origin: Mexican
Bob, Dutch Jones,
Comanche Kid
Handicap:
Slowfoot Jake,
One-eyed Pete
Ability: Lightning
Jack, Deadeye Bob
Appearance: Bull
Taylor, Fuzzy
Smith, Billy the
Kid
Behaviour: Lazy
Tom, Honest Bob
Clothing or gear:
Shotgun Sue,
Buckskin Jenkins

Role-playing games from which I shamelessly took what I liked:
Aces and Eights: A very detailed Old West with an alternative
history. Complex rules and rich with background information.
Detailed town descriptions.
Castle Falkenstein – Six guns and Sorcery source book: Alternate
Old West from which I “stole” the spellslingers.
Coyote trail: This RGP has good information on Indians and a nice
campaign setting in the Black Hills.
Gunslingers and Gamblers: Nice and compact Western RPG.
There are also a good number of low-budged pdf-adventures
available.
Gurps Old West: Full of background information, especially nice is
the chapter about Indians and Indian magic.
Outlaw – Rolemaster: Contains a detailed setting (Deadwood) and
some adventures. There are also short descriptions of many famous
western characters.
Hollow Earth Expedition RPG: The wonderful Ubiquity system
provides the basic mechanisms for Old West HEX. Blatantly
stolen! All rights to the Ubiquity system and HEX are own by
Exile Games Studio. Old West HEX is an unofficial spin-off for
HEX and meant only for private use!
Novels:
Virgil Cole and Everett Hitch series:
- Appaloosa (see also film)
- Resolution

High Noon (1952): A retiring lawman about to leave town with his
new bride seeks allies among the fearful townspeople when an
outlaw he put in prison returns with his gang to take revenge in this
classic western. One man against the odds.
Shane (1953): A weary gunfighter attempts to settle down with a
homestead family, but a smouldering settler/rancher conflict forces
him to act.
The Searchers (1956): As a Civil War veteran spends years
searching for a young niece captured by Indians, his motivation
becomes increasingly questionable.
Rio Bravo (1959): A small-town sheriff in the Old West enlists the
help of a cripple, a drunk, and a young gunfighter in his efforts to
hold in jail the brother of the local bad guy.
The Magnificent Seven (1960): An oppressed Mexican peasant
village assembles seven gunfighters to help defend their homes.
For a handful dollars (1964): A wandering gunfighter plays two
rival families against each other in a town torn apart by greed,
pride, and revenge.
El Dorado (1966): A gunfighter for hire, joins forces with an old
friend and lawman. Together with an old Indian fighter and a
gambler, they help a rancher and his family to fight a rival rancher
that is trying to steal their water.
Once upon a time in the west (1968): Epic story of a mysterious
stranger with a harmonica who joins forces with a notorious
desperado to protect a beautiful widow from a ruthless assassin
working for the railroad. The Old West in essence!
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1967): A bounty hunting scam
joins two men in an uneasy alliance against a third in a race to find
a fortune in gold buried in a remote cemetery.

Firecreek (1968): A peace-loving, part-time sheriff in a small town
must take a stand when a gang of vicious outlaws takes over his
town.
Hang’em higher (1968): When an innocent man barely survives a
lynching, he returns as a lawman determined to bring the vigilantes
to justice.
Chisum (1970): Cattle baron John Chisum joins forces with Billy
the Kid and Pat Garrett to fight the Lincoln County land war.
High plains drifter (1973): A gun-fighting stranger comes to the
small town and is hired to bring the townsfolk together in an
attempt to hold off three outlaws who are on their way.
Pat Garret and Billy the Kid (1973): An aging Pat Garrett is hired
as a lawman on behalf of a group of wealthy New Mexico cattle
barons--his sole purpose being to bring down his old friend Billy
the Kid.
The Shootist (1976): A dying gunfighter spends his last days
looking for a way to die with a minimum of pain and a maximum
of dignity.
Long riders (1980): Describing the ultimate fate of the James gang.
Pale rider (1985): A mysterious preacher protects a humble
prospector village from a greedy mining company trying to
encroach on their land.
Young guns (1988): A group of young gunmen, led by Billy the
Kid, become deputies to avenge the murder of the rancher who
became their benefactor. But when Billy takes their authority too
far, they become the hunted.
Lonesome dove (1989): Epic story about two former Texas rangers
who decide to move cattle from the south to Montana.
Dances with Wolves (1990): Lt. John Dunbar, exiled to a remote
western Civil War outpost, befriends wolves and Indians, making
him an intolerable aberration in the military.
Unforgiven (1992): Retired Old West gunslinger William Munny
reluctantly takes on one last job, with the help of his old partner
and a young man.
Tombstone (1993): A successful lawman's plans to retire
anonymously in Tombstone, Arizona, are disrupted by the kind of
outlaws he was famous for eliminating.
Wyatt Earp (1994): A movie about the life of one of the most
famous lawmen in the Old West.
The Missing (2003): In 1885 New Mexico, a frontier medicine
woman forms an uneasy alliance with her estranged father when
her daughter is kidnapped by an Apache brujo. A good example
how magic can be used in the Old West.
Open Range (2003): A former gunslinger is forced to take up arms
again when he and his cattle crew are threatened by a corrupt
lawman. Depicts a realistic and exciting gunfight.
Deadwood (2004): Depicting the early days of the gold digger
boom town Deadwood, South Dakota.
The Proposition (2005): A lawman apprehends a notorious outlaw
and gives him 9 days to kill his older brother, or else they'll execute
his younger brother.
3:10 to Yuma (2008): A small-time rancher agrees to hold a
captured outlaw who's awaiting a train to go to court in Yuma. A
battle of wills ensues as the outlaw tries to psych out the rancher.
Appaloosa (2008): Two friends hired to police a small town that is
suffering under the rule of a rancher find their job complicated by
the arrival of a young widow.

